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FOSH Mission Statement:

To promote all “sound,” naturally gaited 
horses, with a specific emphasis on Tennessee 
Walking Horses. (“Sound means not “sored”) 
Importance is placed on education regarding 
the humane care for the emotional, mental 
and physical well being, training, and 
treatment of all gaited horses. FOSH will 
only support flat shod or barefoot horses, and 
will never endorse any event that uses stacks 
and/or chains as action devices, nor any 
mechanical, chemical or artificial means to 
modify the natural gaits of the horse.

FOSH Focuses on three areas for gaited 
horses:

1. Educating people on sound training 
principles

2. Supporting sound shows, events & 
activities

3. Working to end soring

“Your present circumstances 
don’t determine where 

you can go; they merely 
determine where you start.” 

 —Nido Qubein

MORE FOSH INFORMATION ONLINE!
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! Join 

the FOSH Friends Yahoo group open to all 
members! Order FOSH logo products and 

other materials at www.fosh.info

Sound Advocate Magazine
Friends of Sound Horses, Inc.

6614 Clayton Rd #105 • St. Louis, MO 63117
800-651-7993 • info@fosh.info • www.fosh.info

Since 1988, FOSH is the only national organization dedicated to the promotion of 
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and to humane training and education regardless of gaited breed or discipline.
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President’s Letter
Dear FOSH Friends and 
Supporters,

For a time of  year 
when things are usually 
winding down, the 
last few months have 
been a whirlwind. On 
November 13, FOSH was 
honored to testify about 
the PAST (Prevent All 
Soring Techniques) Act 
before the Congressional 
Subcommittee 
on Commerce, 
Manufacturing and Trade. The PAST Act amends the 
Federal Horse Protection Act (HPA 1970 and 1976) which 
was enacted to prevent the soring of  Tennessee Walking 
Horses. 
 My contribution that day was to present the bleak picture 
of  the current soring situation in the Tennessee Walking 
Horse industry. Luckily for me, FOSH has collected and 
analyzed data for many years that reinforced the urgency of  
this animal welfare issue. With my testimony, I shared with 
the Subcommittee that soring is thriving and even more 
brutal than ever. 
 On a lighter note, my best memories are from the many 
well-wishers who sent emails cheering me on before that 
big day. I was stunned. I was also astounded that day in 
Washington, D.C. to meet many of  those well-wishers for 
the very first time—they drove and flew to the hearing to 
support the efforts to fight soring. Most of  them went on to 
meet their very own legislators that day and to ask them to 
cosponsor the PAST Act, and I thank them for their passion 
and efforts to work towards the end of  soring. 
 Another effort in the works for a future without soring is 
the Fourth Sound Horse Conference being held in Nashville, 
TN on March 29. I hope so much that as many of  you as 
possible can join us to demonstrate your support for our 
horse when soring is gone. An added plus: we added a social 
mixer on Friday night so that Conference attendees can 
visit and network to their heart’s delight! I look forward to 
meeting sound horse warriors in person for the first time 
ever. See www.soundhorseconference for more information 
and to register.
 In addition to the battle against soring, FOSH has always 
been about education, and we are excited to introduce two 
new programs for our members in 2014. We have a new 
division in our Gaited Sport Horse program: Dressage for 
Gaited Horses and you will enjoy reading more about it in 
this issue. We also have a ground-breaking program called 

the “Journey.” The Journey is about recognizing your 
personal journey with gaited horses--time spent in the saddle 
AND education-- learning more about the horse (reading 
and service work). Hours are accumulated and submitted 
electronically at www.FoshGaitedJourney.com
 My photo this issue is Shiloh during the coldest day on 
record in over 20 years! Spring will be here soon though.

Regards, Teresa
P.S. I encourage all horse lovers to keep the pressure on their legislators to 
enact PAST (H.R. 1518, S. 1406.) 

I am writing this on 11/24/13 as we are driving cross-
country from NY to AZ with 4 gaited horses, two dogs, 
and my mom following us in her new Jeep Cherokee 

with her rescue Chihuahua riding shotgun. We have 
diverted north a bit from our normal route to miss the 
ice storm, so I’m looking forward to over-nighting in a 
Kansas horse hotel that’s new for us.
 Our last big road trip was to donate two gaited 
mule geldings to the Houston Police Mounted Division, 
where they will be trained with Parelli methods to join 
the all barefoot herd of about 40 horses (and one other 
gaited mule!) that help protect Houston.
 The co-sponsors of H.R. #1518 for the Horse 
Protection Act are up by 47 more from my last article, now 
at 236 as of this writing. Sincere thanks to the volunteers 
who are spending unselfishly of their time and energy 
to be in DC explaining this issue to Congressmen and 
their staffers. If you haven’t already contacted all three 
of your Congressional Representatives (2 Senators and 
1 Congressman) to ask them to support and co-sponsor 
the H.R. #1518, please do so immediately. If you Google 
“Bill H.R. 1518” you will get the most current update on 
the web site Congress.gov. 
 By the time you get this issue, you should have 
received the Save-the-Date announcement for the 2014 
Sound Horse Conference in Brentwood, TN on Saturday, 
March 28, 2014. Thank you to our sponsors for making 
this educational event possible yet again. We are 
finalizing speakers and panelists, so if you have any 
ideas, please e-mail me quickly at Lori@Northrup.com. 
 My Tennessee Walking horses riding behind us in 
the trailer greet each rest stop with bright eyes and 
interested ears, and they see horse-folk and city-folk 
snapping photos, asking questions, and admiring their 
four horse heads hanging out of the trailer windows. 
Our own little sound horse Public Relations procession 
across the country, explaining the breed and why they 
are such wonderful trail companions.

THE BATTLE TO 
END SORING
By Lori Northrup, FOSH VP Anti Soring Initiatives 
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A bad attitude is like a flat tire. 
You can’t go anywhere until you 
change it.

– MARIJKE DE JONG

We 
Goofed!

The photos on pages 25 and 31 in the Nov/Dec issue 
of John Henry and Dr. Susan Garlinghouse should be 
credited Lynne Glazer Imagery

Wonder who wished you a Merry Christmas on the 
back of the November 2013 Sound Advocate? 
 
Cameron and 
Chandler with 
their Norwegian 
Fjord 
photographed 
by their mother, 
Lee Rouse. 
 

DeAnn Baldwin Savell 
and her half Arab, Wren 
from Port Neches, 
Texas.

Visit www.stopsoring.com to see the public 
outcry against the brutality of soring. 

Links to over 150 articles.

FOSH anticipates a future without soring and is hosting 
the 4th Sound Horse Conference on March 29 in 

Brentwood, TN. Soring is the illegal and cruel practice of 
using chemical and mechanical methods to create pain in a 
gaited show horse’s front feet to exaggerate their animated 
step, most prevalent in Tennessee Walking Horses. 
 The purpose of the 2014 Sound Horse Conference is to 
demonstrate the positive future of the Tennessee Walking 
Horse when soring becomes a thing of the past. The 
Conference encourages actions and educates stakeholders 
and the public on the issues surrounding the end to 
soring. Information will be presented by veterinarians, 
clinicians government enforcement leaders, professors, 
humane association professionals, and individual equine 
volunteers.
 The Sound Horse Conference kicks off on Friday, March 
28, with a social hour mixer. FOSH realizes that many sound 
horse warriors have never met each other in person and 
this will be the perfect opportunity for all of you to meet 
those with whom you have been communicating. Saturday 
provides several panel discussions with a range of topics 
which include Competing with Tennessee Walking Horses, 
Rescuing the Tennessee Walking Horse, Making a Living 
with Walking Horses, Current issues with Pressure Soring 
and more. Sunday presents an opportunity to watch an 
exhibit of rescued Tennessee Walking Horses available 
for adoption from Horse Haven and another exhibit by 
the Nashville Mounted Patrol on several donated Walking 
Horses.
 Sponsors include FOSH, National Walking Horse 
Association (NWHA), American Horse Protection 
Association (AHPA), Humane Society of the United 
States (HSUS), American Veterinary Medical Association 
(AVMA), Parelli Education Institute, Frank Neal and 
David Pruett. Additional sponsorship opportunities are 
available. Space is limited. To register, please visit www.
soundhorseconference.com Additional details will be 
posted at that site and the FOSH Facebook page as they 
become available.

FOSH Looks to a Future 
Without Soring at Fourth 
Sound Horse Conference
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Early in the spring of 1992 we made a trip down 
to the Double Diamond Ranch in Rhame, North 
Dakota. We were taking a mare down to Millers 

Super Man to be bred. Calvin Miller had passed away and 
the Double Diamond was being run by his widow, Maxine, 
and his son, Wade. We were so new to the Tennessee 
Walking Horse breed; we didn’t know anything about the 
bloodlines, the gaits, or the history of the breed. All we 
knew was that we had, by chance, gotten this mare and 
we were in love with everything about her and we wanted 
more. While we were at the Double Diamond, Wade gave 
us a tour of the place, including the barn and the horses. 
In a back pen were two colts, wild little buggers, they had 
just been weaned and brought in from the badlands. They 
were about nine months old. Wade told us he thought the 
black was a stallion prospect but I wasn’t so sure. He sure 
had long legs but he was a little scraggly looking, he hadn’t 
shed off his winter coat yet, and he sure was scared. Mark 
and I left our mare in Super Man’s court and made the trip 
home. We did talk about those two colts on the way home 
because Mark wanted a TWH for himself. 
 About six weeks later Mark made the trip back down 
to Rhame by himself and when he came home, he brought 
that black colt as a present for me because I had quit 
smoking. Mark and Wade had loaded him into the trailer 
by running him up the alleyway and into the back of the 
trailer. He had not been touched, he was still wild and he 
didn’t have a name. Maxine had said we could name him 
and to let her know when we did and she would send in his 
registration papers. We unloaded him and the first thing on 
the agenda was to get a halter on him. We put him in our 
alleyway and managed to get him haltered. We put a lead 
rope on him and let him out. He was terrified but within 
a very few minutes he calmed down and was even liking 
the attention. I think that is when we first knew we had 
something really special! In just a couple of days he was 
leading and his lessons continued. Boy, was he smart! It 
took us a little while but we finally settled on a name for 
this colt. We called him Slush Creeks Jubal S. 
 Slush Creek is a small creek that only runs in the spring 
of the year and it empties into a dam just north of our house. 
The Jubal S came because Mark and I both love the Sackett 
books by Louis L’Amour and there was a character in these 
books named Jubal Sackett. We sent Jubal to a trainer to be 
started under saddle as a two year old but I think Jubal was 
born broke. We also bred one mare to him in 1993 and in 
the spring of 1994, a black sabino colt was born. That was 
twenty years ago. We have learned so much since then. 

Slush Creeks Jubal S
June 25,1991 – December 30, 2013

By Shellie Pacovsky

 Jubal was a great teacher and a great ambassador for 
the breed, spending the next twenty years greeting all sorts 
of visitors to Slush Creek Walkers. He loved people, even 
stepping more carefully around the children. Jubal sired 
over a hundred foals, most of them as kind and gentle as 
he was. He was so accepting and forgiving of our mistakes 
and lack of knowledge. He never once challenged us. He 
gave us all he had every time we asked, no matter who 
did the asking or what was asked of him. The good Lord 
gained a mighty steed on December 30th and there will 
never be another like him here on earth. We will meet him 
again where the lush green pastures are belly deep, bathed 
in sunshine, the sparkling streams are cold and clear, and 
the angels have an endless supply of cookies.

Rest in peace, Slush Creeks Jubal S.
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At the annual FOSH Board 
of Directors and Executive 

Advisory Committee Meeting 
in November 2013 in Austin, 
Texas, FOSH honored several 
Sound Horse Warriors for their 
valiant and dedicated fight to 
end the soring of gaited horses, 
particularly the Tennessee Walking Horse.
 Setting the stage, the Mistress of Ceremonies, Cris 
Van Horn, sported a brilliant diamond tiara (OK…it was 
imaginary!), a magnificent royal blue cape (OK…it was 
a ¾ Fly sheet) and a magic wand (OK…it was a riding 
crop!). As she called the names of each Warrior, she 
tapped them on each should with her magic wand and 
dubbed them a Sound Horse Warrior and presented 
them with a gorgeous blue glass award, engraved with 
the FOSH logo and Sound Horse Warrior title. 
 FOSH bestowed this title upon and honored 
Warriors Cherie Beatty, Keith Dane, Julie Tarnawski, 
Lori Northrup, Teresa Bippen, Dianne Little and Nya 
Bates. We are all indebted to the endless efforts to free 
the gaited horse from the torture of soring!!

FOSH RECOGNIZES 
SOUND HORSE 
WARRIORS

My double registered TWH and Spotted Saddle 
Horse, Bravo and I have been together since he 

was 4 months old. I intended on having him be a breeding 
stallion but soon discovered that was not for me, so at 
the age of 4 he was gelded. I also realized I needed some 
help with my horsemanship and I started watching Parelli 
Natural Horsemanship DVD’s at home. Then we attended 
several natural horsemanship clinics together and even 
one where we worked with cattle. At the age of 9, Bravo 
and I (I have two daughters in college) decided it was 
time to put a purpose to our training. I have always loved 
nature so that naturally led us to endurance riding.
 2013 was our first year riding endurance. We attended 
several rides all in Wisconsin but hope to branch out to 
rides in Michigan, Minnesota, and Illinois next year. The 
photo is from the Endless Valley Ride in Spring Green, WI. 
This was the ride where I really felt like I was riding in the 
Pony Express (what I dreamed of as a little girl)!!! It was 
here too, that I felt we could try our first attempt at doing 
back to back Limited Distance (LD) rides. How I tossed 
and turned the night before the 2nd LD…should we? 
shouldn’t we? too much? too difficult? too hot??? This 
is a fairly difficult trail and it was hot but I decided that 
we could give it a try and was fully prepared to pull us 
at the slightest inkling that anything was wrong. Well…. 
we completed both days with ride times of 4 hours 6 
minutes the first day and 4 hours 8 minutes the second 
day!!!! I was so proud of Bravo :-)
 We did another back to back LD at Colorama in 
Greenbush, WI. This is in the northern Kettle Moraine 
and can be quite rocky and hilly. The second day it rained 
and the trails were very slick in some areas. Our ride 
times were 4 hours 2 min and 4 hours 8 min respectively. 
I really have no idea how we got our times so close. I 
would like to take credit for our steady pace and say I 
have the latest greatest Global Positioning System (GPS) 
watch but I don’t. We just go as fast as the trail conditions 
allow and as fast as Bravo feels he is conditioned to go.
 Then in October we tried our first 50 miler!!! This 
we attempted on a very flat & fairly easy ride in Arkdale, 
WI. We finished LAST but we finished and I LOVE the 
challenge of 50 miles in 1 day versus 2 days. I think Bravo 
liked it too. So as of right now the plan is to ride 50’s next 
year!!!!
 Thank you for the Sound Advocate!! Awesome 
reading…looking forward to more :)

A NEW FOSH GAITED 
DISTANCE PROGRAM 
RIDER By Laurie Henschel, Wisconsin

Photo by Bob Zimmerman
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The Houston Mounted Patrol program is probably the best 
in the country. They have mounted patrol units from all 

over the United States visiting them to see how they run their 
program. The horses are either barefoot or booted, are started 
using natural horsemanship principles, are fed a natural diet 
and are turned out in a pasture on their days off  to interact with 
a herd. While working, they are stalled in a spacious, covered 
stall with a 50’ by 50’ outdoor run. They currently have about 
40 horses and 31 mounted officers. All the horses were happy to 
see us when I visited in December 2013. 
 FOSH became very interested in their program after 
reading a 2012 article in THE HORSE’S HOOF magazine 
about their program by Officer Greg Sokoloski. In December 
2012, I donated a 4 year old registered Tennessee Walking 
Horse mare, Charlotte, to the program. Less than a year later, 
Lori Northrup, FOSH Past President, donated a pair of  3 year 
old gaited john mules to the program.
 FOSH is so impressed with their program that FOSH 
is gifting a clinic spot to Sgt. Leslie Wills (through the proper 
channels of  course) to a biomechanics clinic by Jillian Kreinbring 
at the Firehawk Ranch owned and run by Lance and Jeannette 
Wright in Aubrey, Texas. As a Connected Riding® instructor, 
Jillian trains and rides horses in accordance with sound equine 
biomechanical principles with her roots in the work of  Manolo 
Mendez, Peggy Cummings’ Connected Riding® and Linda 
Tellington Jones’ TTEAM®. Jillian educates riders and equine 

FOSH SUPPORTS THE 
HOUSTON MOUNTED 
PATROL By FOSH Board Members

Cris Van Horn and Dianne Little

practitioners to see and understand the correct biomechanics 
of  movement in the ridden horse which will be most beneficial 
to the Houston Mounted Patrol service horses. Sgt. Wills will 
have a unique opportunity to see and understand horses from 
a different perspective. She will learn 1) What to look for in 
healthy movement and muscular development; 2) What creates 
a healthy posture in horses; 3) How to evaluate a horse’s 
conformation from a new perspective; and 4) Exercises to 
develop horses’ postural strength, among other things. (www.
jkreinbring.com)
 The Houston Mounted Patrol program has a unique 
sponsorship program that enables them to operate at capacity 
with financial support from corporations, organizations and 
individuals. The tax deductible sponsorship per horse is $5000 
per year and allows the sponsor to name the horse. The horse’s 
name is displayed on its saddle pad worn during patrol duty. 
A plaque with the sponsor’s name/logo is proudly displayed at 
the horse’s stall and the sponsor is recognized on the Houston 
Police Foundation and Mounted Patrol Web Pages. Studio 
quality photos of  the sponsored horse and sponsor designated 
personnel are also provided. Check out this incredible program 
at www.houstonpolicefoundation.org/mounted and join FOSH 
in supporting these service horses by making a donation.
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I
n 1866 Congress created 6 African American units in 
the United States Army. Two of these, the 9th and 
10th Cavalry, became known as the Buffalo Soldiers. 
The original Buffalo Soldiers performed arduous 

duties essential to the Westward Expansion such as 
surveying and mapping territories, protecting workers 
laying rail and telegraph lines, and providing military and 
civilian escort.
 Founded in July, 1992, the New Buffalo Soldiers was 
organized in the Southern California area by John Mapp, 
M.D., as a nonprofit educational organization depicting 
the exploits of Company H, 10th Regiment of the United 
States Cavalry from the post Civil War era through World 
War I. The dedicated members, along with their wives 
and families, appear at various venues, from schools to 
military forts and from festivals to parades, endeavoring 
to embroider the thread of the participation of Black 
soldiers and other people of color into the story blanket 
of America’s history. 
 The black horse troop maintains member owned 
mounts including Fox Trotters, Tennessee Walkers, 
Saddlebreds, National Show Horses and Quarter Horses. 
They can be seen celebrating their 20th year riding in the 
granddaddy of all, the Pasadena Tournament of Roses 

THE NEW 
BUFFALO 
SOLDIERS

compiled by Deidre Simien, Marcia Brown
and Julie Tarnawski

Parade, on New Year’s Day 2014. They will be escorting 
their women’s auxiliary riding in a restored wagon, 
abandoned by the Union Army 150 years ago during the 
Civil War, and found hidden in a Southern farmer’s barn.
 Having ridden also in the Hollywood Christmas 
Parade, the group recently completed their first year in 
the all horse drawn very famous Santa Barbara Parade. 
Their restored black wagon covered in various colorful 
floral arrangements, again carried the women’s auxiliary 
and they all have been asked to return next year! 
 The troop’s travels have included Fort Irwin, near 
Barstow, California for the changing of the command; 
traveling to Fort Huachuca in Sierra Vista, Arizona for the 
unveiling of the Buffalo Soldier Stamp and, also, in New 
Mexico for a special celebration at Fort Craig honoring its 
150th anniversary.
 While at Fort Craig, they performed a living history 
military maneuver which included the reenactment of 
the tracking of a deserter and robber. This made for very 
exciting drama!
 All of the enactors and their families feel it is a privilege 
to teach history to students, teachers and parents. At the 
Western Heritage Festival in Utah for many years they 
have been demonstrating a military maneuver and a 
battle with hostiles. They also traveled to Kearney Park in 
Fresno, CA., where thousands of students came to learn 
the history from all of the encampments, both Union and 
Confederate. 
 In the past, they have been on the History of U.S. 
Marshalls, with A.J. Simien portraying Bass Reeves, the 

Farrier,Trooper C.F. Brown, loves teaching about his 
craft and horsemanship during the reenactments.

A.J. SIMIEN carrying the American flag on his Walking 
Horse. C.F. BROWN carrying the regiment flag on 
his Fox Trotter as they present the colors at the last 
3 day NPWHA FUTURITY H.S., OCTOBER, 2010, L.A. 
EQUESTRIAN CENTER. Photo by Laurie Taylor, TMA 
Photography.
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first black U.S. Marshall; then on one episode of Dr. Quinn 
Medicine Woman, and the TV version of Geronimo. For 
the past three years, they have performed in a two day 
event at Gene Autry’s Melody Ranch in Santa Clarita, 
California. 
 Two of the members were involved in the 2002 Winter 
Olympics in Utah while others were at Dodger Stadium for 
the celebration of the Negro League Baseball Association. 
Mr. Simien and Dr. Mapp, at the 2002 Winter Olympics 
opening ceremony, were the military escorts for the wagon 
carrying the family moving across the Western Plains with 
the pioneers following the Buffalo Soldiers. This was one 
of the most memorable depictions of American History as 
the enactments wove in serpentine through the floating 

color lights depicting the transitions through time.
 From July 19- 24, 2013, they were in Salt Lake City, 
Utah, for the Frontier Camps and Days of ‘47 Rodeo. To 
kick off the Rodeo each night, a few members rode in 
on horseback with their wives following on the wagon. 
Outside, the group had static display tents, weapons, tack, 
horseshoeing; always teaching the public. Their wives also 
had tent displays with laundress and seamtress items as 
well as Nancy Whittle from Fresno, CA., portraying Harriet 
Tubman. She explained about the underground railroad 
and how with her famous quilt, she led 600 slaves, 
including her own family to freedom. 
 On the day of the “Kids Parade” the troops were 
honored to have several members escort Governor & Mrs. 
Gary Hubert to the park where he made his speech.
 Look online for more information about the 
organization and the members of The New Buffalo 
Soldiers at abuffalosoldier.com

A.J. Simien on his Walking Horse in front of the supply 
wagon.

The wives of the New Buffalo Soldiers prior to 
participating in the Santa Barbara Parade. They are 
involved in many of the historical presentations.

Several of the New Buffalo Soldiers with Gov. Gary & 
Mrs. Hubert of Utah after they had escorted them to the 
park where he gave his speech on the day of the “KIDS 
PARADE.”

New Buffalo Soldier’s 
founder, John Mapp, M.D., 
teaching about equipment.

Harriet Tubman 
(Nancy Whittle) with 
her cleverly made quilt 
which was a map for 
the slaves to follow as 
they journeyed north.
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The 4 weeks to 6 months age of the foal is a fun one 
for us to observe and such a special time to witness 

their discovery as they gain those new experiences that come 
with a new and fresh life. This is the age where we can see 
how curious the horse is and begin using that natural curiosity 
to our advantage when teaching them their early manners and 
also teaching the foal how to learn. Curiosity is an element we 
should work at building on while being very conscious not to 
instill fear yet be clear and reasonable in how we work with 
them and the environment we provide for them. The foal is 
more or less being raised in an artificial life in comparison to a 
free range (mustang) foal. 
 This age is a good time to turn 
the mare and foal out with other 
horses if desired. Choose the horses 
you turn them out carefully. Ensure 
that they are compatible with the 
mare and safe around foals. The 
horse or group they are turned out 
with should be easy to catch and 
work with, setting a good human-
horse environment for the foal to 
observe and experience on a daily 
basis. Catching and handling at 
this age 3-6 times a week for short 
sessions is a good plan and this 
helps prevent them from acquiring a 
wild behavior. Some foals are born 
more timid and skittish than others 
so theses foals will benefit from 6 
times a week as long as the sessions 
are short, positive and fun for them. 
In the early stages of teaching 
manners and handling, choose 
times when there is no excitement 
or a lot of outside activity going 
on, reducing distractions for good 
working sessions. As the foal gains 
more experience, it will be able to 
handle outside distractions more 
but set them up to succeed as much 
as possible. It works well to bring 
the mare and foal into a contained 
area for this daily work such as a 
small pen. Start working with the 
mare first--even just a short time 

By Elizabeth Graves ©2013
www.lizgraves.com 

Educating thE gaitEd 
horsE from start to finish
The Beginning: 4 weeks to 6 months
The “For the Horse” Method

grooming the mare and picking up her hooves to clean. At this 
early stage, have someone else hold the mare or tie the mare 
and as the foal becomes more familiar with the work sessions 
and the mare is more comfortable with you working with the 
foal, you can put the mare in another pen close by or tie her 
outside of the working area. When haltering the foal check the 
fit of the halter daily as foals grow rapidly and adjustments 
may need to be made often.
 The next 5 months are the times we teach to lead from both 
sides of their body, to stop (whoa), stand, turn both directions, 
back up, to define the space boundaries between them and the 

handler, to tie and load on a trailer. 
Take your time with these lessons 
to ensure that the foals are not 
pressures and stimulated beyond 
what their young mind can absorb 
and endure.
 In each work session, start with 
a consistent routine progressively 
adding more as they are ready and 
show comfort in what they have 
previously learned. Four weeks is 
a good time to have their hooves 
balanced with a rasp as needed 
to ensure no conformational 
deviations from normal leg 
alignment ensue. This also allows 
them to get used to the feel and 
sound of a rasp early. 
 Leading work should advance to 
being led alone and not following 
the mare. Focus on teaching the 
foal more advanced work of 
giving to pressure on the halter 
and stepping forward when asked. 
To start stand in front and just 
slightly off to one side of the foal 
and doing gentle tug releases on 
the lead encouraging the foal to 
step forward. Instantly release 
the pressure whether it steps up 
intentionally or by accident, so the 
foal learns to associate the release 
with the reward. Only do this a 
few times and one step at a time is 
all that is asked for to start. More 
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steps will come with understanding and in time. Then ask the 
same of the foal standing just off to the other side as well. Give 
verbal praise each and every time. 
 As the foal understands giving to pressure, then step more 
to the side of the foal and ask it to walk beside you with your 
hand on the lead. One should not hold the lead to close to 
the halter but 12-18 inches from the lead snap. Never wrap or 
coil the halter around your hand but fold and hold the extra 
lead length with the opposite hand. Your position should be 
between the head and shoulder but the foal should not be 
behind you, pulling you and never let them pass you. 
 This is the time to also teach space boundaries. The foal 
should lead no closer to us than a length from shoulder to 
elbow. This is a safety factor in case the foal does bump us 
coming into our space, we are just pushed out of the way and 
not unbalanced or knocked off our own feet. We can then help 
correct and redirect the foal quickly and efficiently. Practice 
this distance on both sides.
 Teaching the foal to stop and stand is done with a 
downward and slightly backward angled tug release of the 
lead toward the lower neck or chest area. If needed in the early 
stages, a hand to the chest with the verbal command of whoa 
or stop may be used. Ask the foal to stand just briefly at first. 
Time standing can be increased in small increments as they 
understand the whoa command. Don’t make them stand so 
long that they get fidgety. 
 Keep working sessions at this age no longer to 15 to 20 
minutes if possible. Be patient, supportive and confident. 
When releasing the halter at the end of a working session, 

have the foal face you 
and don’t allow or 
encourage them to bolt 
away causing a poor 
and dangerous habit. 
Give them a good 
scratch on the neck 
or the chest before 
stepping backward 
first and then turning 
and walking away 
from the foal. 
 I am always aware 
of my attitude before 
going to work with any 
foal or horse. Being in 
a good positive frame 
of mind is important 
and there is no place for impatience or loss of temper when 
working with the foal. We are their teachers and are there 
to help them understand while each will learn at their own 
rate of speed. We just take the time it takes and should see 
when they are ready for more added to their lessons. My next 
article installment will be in the same age span but will discuss 
teaching the foal to back in hand, turning both directions, 
teaching to tie and loading on a trailer. This is such a fun age 
to work with and introduce them to their new big world and 
living with us.
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dedication to helping horses and riders achieve freedom from 
bracing patterns, tension, and shut-down movement that so 
often dampens the joy that attracts us to horses in the first 
place.
 As she began traveling and teaching clinics, Peggy was 
beginning to chart her own path, teaching her students to ride 
with more awareness, lightness and softness in their bodies. 
Her mentors, Sally Swift and Linda Tellington-Jones, further 
helped Cummings shift the riding paradigm from “cramming 
and jamming” to a new model of horsemanship—one that 
honors horses out of knowledge and balance rather than fear or 
force.
 Today in clinics worldwide and through her Web site and 
books, Peggy helps countless students discover their own “aha” 
moments, helping horses and riders get “unstuck”, regain their 
elasticity, and learn what it’s like to move without bracing 
patterns, compression and counterbalancing. 

 Thirty years after Peggy learned how to influence her horse 
King without even sitting on him, Connected Groundwork and 
Connected Riding became her answers to this universal riding 
dilemma. In this exclusive new column, Peggy helps horses and 
their riders find balance, ease and lightness on the trail and 
on the ground. Observing horses and riders in motion through 
Peggy’s eyes will change the way you see and feel your horse 
and will improve how he moves, responds and goes about his 
work. 
 “The single biggest gift we can give our horses is becoming 
‘live weight’, whether on the ground or in the saddle,” says 
Peggy. “When we can learn to rebalance our bodies in motion 
while remaining upright over ourselves with our joints moving 
freely without bracing or clamping on the horse, we can truly 
be in synch with his motion. The same is true on the ground 
when we are doing groundwork exercises or working horses on 
a line. They can feel the difference if we’re braced against or 
moving with their motion. 
 This series of articles is courtesy of TrailBLAZER 
magazine, PO Box 27243, Prescott Valley, AZ 86312. For 
subscriptions visit www.trailblazermagazine.us, email 

Does your trail horse exhibit any of the 
following?

 • Tripping or stumbling
 • Won’t go through water or mud
 • Unbalanced or unsteady downhill
 • Wants to rush and be competitive with other horses 
 • Bucks when held back
 • Difficult to control at the start of a ride 
 • Poor pulse recoveries
 • Unexplained Grade 1 lameness

 What may seem like “behavioral” issues are actually, in 
most cases, rider-induced. Through monthly photo tutorials 
with real riders and real horses on the trail, you will learn how 
to use your body with less effort, to be in synch with your horse 
in motion so your horse can carry you with more ease and less 
fatigue.

A Lifetime of LeArning
Peggy Cummings is a transformer—one who changes how 
people ride, feel in their bodies and perceive their horses and life 
in general. She is an innovator and creator of exercises designed 
to help horse and human dance together…. easily, efficiently 
and effectively. She is a master rider and teacher and has the 
same passion and perseverance for her mission as she did when 
she began teaching over 40 years ago. 
 She now “knows for sure” that promoting freedom of 
movement and reciprocity through an elastic connection 
between horse and rider creates the magic of being “in synch.” 
It’s the memory so many people have of being on a horse as a 
child. With Connected Riding, Cummings has found a way to 
help anyone recapture that feeling again. 
 Peggy has worked with many endurance and trail riders 
through the years, helping them discover riding with ease and 
lightness. To demonstrate how well her methods work, she 
entered and won an 80-mile endurance ride—and won Best 
Condition! Her methods are proof positive there is an easier 
and more efficient way to “ride the miles” for better outcomes. 
 Even as a high school student, Peggy Cummings knew—
experientially and intuitively—that something was keeping the 
school horses she rode and worked with from expressing their 
innate curiosity, trust and freedom of motion. Although she 
often heard the words “lightness and ease” from her instructors 
and in classical texts, and had the opportunity to ride high-level 
horses, she saw that many horses were shut down and lifeless, 
going about their work in a mechanical, stiff way. 
 Helping her first horse King regain his trust, playfulness 
and self-carriage became the foundation of a lifetime of 

TOWARD BETTER BALANCE ON THE 
TRAIL WITH PEGGY CUMMINGS

By Bobbie Jo Lieberman (Reprinted with permission from TrailBLAZER magazine)

Join us on a learning adventure that will bring you and your horse more fun, success and safety 
on the trail

“the single biggest gift 
we can give our horses is 
becoming ‘live weight’, 
whether on the ground or in 
the saddle.”
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subscriptions@trailblazermagazine.us or call 928-759-7045

RideR #1 (CRitique by Peggy Cummings)
This horse and rider on an endurance ride caught my eye 
as they appear to be a good team. There is a softness and a 
lightness in their appearance. Notice that the horse’s neck is 
telescoped, extending his neck in a smooth arc.
 A horse has to be able to telescope the neck in order to use 
his back, stretch his topline and push from the hindquarters. 
This allows him to be more efficient in his movement, balanced 
in his body and independent in his limbs. The expansion 
throughout the spine during movement allows for accordion-
like movement between the vertebrae and enhances freedom 
of movement, lightness and ability to recover. 
 Therefore, a horse that is moving efficiently has his weight 
distributed on all four feet and is better able to carry weight 
and rebalance with ease. The stride of such a horse lengthens 
and his fitness and recovery improves. A horse that retracts his 
head and neck while moving, as we will see in photo #2, is not 
efficient in his movement and remains on the forehand. This 
causes a compression in his body and a lot of concussion to the 
legs, less ability to recover and difficulty in carrying weight. 
 The horse’s ears are forward and she has a pleasant look in 
her eye. The horse is accepting the bit nicely. The horse’s front 
feet are extending in a natural arc without bracing. Bracing is 
what the rider does when her body is stiff and not aligned. 
As the horse moves, the rider tightens more to attempt to 
maintain balance or direct the horse.
 The left hind hock is well bent and the arc is matching 
that of the right fore. This means there is balance and dynamic 
movement between the front and rear of the horse, and the 
horse and rider are synchronized. 
 The tail seems to be free. If a tail is clamped it will really 
affect the stride and freedom of movement of the horse. It will 
also prevent the horse from using his back and neck effectively 
so there will be compression and stress throughout the body, 
and the horse will remain on the forehand. 
 Likewise, the rider is looking ahead and her head is 
balanced well on top of the upper body. The rider has a nicely 
bent elbow at her side which helps maintain the integrity of 
her upper body and a soft lower back. The integrity of the 
upper body that I am referring to is the ability of the rider to 
have freedom in her spine, ribs and pelvis so that during the 
movement of the horse, the rider’s core muscles automatically 
engage to help stabilize the body without affecting the 
independent use of the limbs. 
 Her arms are in a straight line from bit to elbow, which is 
very supportive with this length of rein. The movement from 
the horse’s mouth can thus go up through the rider’s arm and 
body to the horse’s hind legs and back in a cycle of reciprocal 
movement. The horse’s front legs are supported and the hind 
legs then can engage. If the rider’s wrists are bent and the 
elbows are straighter or the reins are loose the movement 
cannot go through from the horse to the rider in the most 
effective way to maintain the engagement of the hind legs. The 
horse will then move on the forehand. 
There is a light connection between the rider’s hands and the 
horse’s mouth, and the rider’s wrists are straight. This is vital 
so there is an elastic connection with the horse’s mouth and 
the two sides of the mouth have an independent oscillating 

RideR #1 

rhythm which allows the poll and neck to be free in movement 
and encourages telescoping. 
 If the wrists are bent or the hands are tight on the reins all 
the horse can feel is a hard concussive pull to his mouth and 
there is no oscillating movement from side to side. This causes 
the horse to lean or avoid contact. 
 The angles of the elbow, knee and ankle are well balanced 
and this will allow the joints and bones of the leg freedom of 
movement. This is the most powerful shock-absorbing system 
in your body besides the spine, helping the rider maintain 
alignment, lightness and dynamic movement with ease. 
 Her feet are level in the stirrups. When the feet are level 
the foot moves like a treadle, which acts like the base shock 
absorber and maintainer of movement that keeps the upper 
body light and able to rebalance. This also allows the ribcage of 
the horse to move from side to side and up and down without 
restriction. This is one of the key parts of the body that allows 
the horse’s legs to move independently and lets the horse shift 
weight and maximize length of stride. 
 When the heels of the rider are down as is commonly 
taught there is a false sense of security to the rider. The horse’s 
movement is really restricted as well as his breathing and there 
will be compression, concussion and stress in his body, keeping 
the horse on the forehand.
 Both horse and rider are mirroring each other, by exhibiting 
efficient use of their body mechanics.

continued page 16

A horse that is moving efficiently has his weight 
distributed on all four feet and is better able to carry 
weight and rebalance with ease. Photo by John Nowell / 
Remuda Photography
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TOWARD BETTER 
BALANCE

RideR #2 (CRitique by Peggy Cummings)
I chose this photo to comment on the effect the rider’s body 
has on the horse. There is hardness in the appearance of this 
pair. Many people might look at this photo and think that this 
horse is just being difficult to control or stop. What I want you 
to understand is that when a horse is on the forehand and the 
rider tightens her body and braces, it is almost impossible for the 
horse to stop unless they are forced.
 This is not a matter of disobedience or lack of focus. It is 
imbalance being aggravated by a braced rider. This horse’s neck 
is retracted—notice the bulge on the underside of the neck. The 
rider is asking the horse to slow down or stop; however, the way 
that is being executed is very hard on a horse’s back, mouth and 
joints as well as the rider’s. The rider bracing with her legs closes 
her upper leg and thrusts force downwards into the ankle and foot. 
 The effect of this is seen in the horse’s left front leg, 
exhibiting brace and downward force into the ground versus the 
horse being able to extend the leg forwards to touch the ground 
and propel the body forward as the leg goes backward. In other 
words, what we are looking for in the legs of the horse is more 
swing with an arc rather than pounding. In this instance with the 
neck retracted it is physically impossible for the horse to lift his 
back and bring his hind legs under which would actually help him 
stop. 
 When the rider’s hand closes on the rein and pulls back on 
the mouth with a brace in her back and legs, the horse has no 
choice but to lift his head and drop his back. Pulling on the horse 
in this manner is as effective as slamming your car brakes on ice. 
The horse may stop, but the damage done to his body and mind 
take longer to undo than finding a more effective way of getting 
the job done. 
 Many times in endurance, competitive or recreational trail 
rides, horses get competitive when in a group or at the beginning 
of a ride. Since this is a beginning of a series, my aim is to help 
educate your eyes and give you more understanding as to why 
horses can be really difficult and at times dangerous. When a 
horse feels out of control in his feet, his attention goes to the 
herd, to looking for monsters out in the woods, or totally shutting 
down and becoming dull, stubborn or unresponsive.
 Think of this situation: if you and your friend were in the 
water doing chicken fights trying to knock down an opponent, 
and you were the one giving your friend the piggyback ride, 
when you get close to your opponents your friend tightens up 
her body and squeezes you with her legs and is holding on so 
tight with her hands that you can barely think of where to go. 
What is your choice in that moment of extreme restriction? You 
can use your voice, dunk her in the water or stop playing the 
game. What is the horse’s choice when the rider is so rigid that 
the horse cannot effectively do what is being asked and gets 
punished by the rider’s body and blamed for the bad behavior?
 Here are some ways to avoid the above from happening 
when the horse gets really stressed, competitive or hard to slow 
down: 

 1. Exhale through your mouth as if blowing a candle. 
 2. Comb the reins. This is the action of holding the reins 

in one hand (hand #1) while the other hand (hand #2) 
reaches forward about a foot and takes hold of the reins 
with the index and middle finger in between the reins. 
This forward hand (hand #2) then slides back along the 
reins towards the rider’s body and when close to the 
other hand (hand #1), the first hand releases the reins 
and reaches forward to repeat the process while the 
second hand is holding the reins. This is a continuous 
motion that can be used as long as necessary to break 
up tension in the rider and horse and it encourages the 
horse to telescope into contact. It is very difficult to do 
this with rubber reins or reins that have stops on them.

 3. Soften in your lower back, think wide and soften in your 
legs to prevent your thighs from squeezing and your 
heels from pushing down.

We really have to look at these situations and understand that 
the cause of a lot of these imbalances is the unconscious reaction 
in the rider and the rider not having the knowledge that is critical 
to totally changing this situation with a positive outcome. 
 Trail riding in my mind is such a wonderful way to spend 
time on the horse and it requires that the horse be able to carry 
the weight of the rider in an efficient way. Over the course of 
these next few months I will speak about some of these very 
basic requirements that can make miraculous changes in the way 
horses move. 
 When a horse goes an entire ride on the forehand and out of 
balance, this is very harmful to his body, mind and spirit. I am not 
asking any of you to be perfect riders. I am asking you to join me 
on an awareness adventure so that you will have more choices 
of changing the outcome of out of balance situations and have 
more fun, more success and more safety on the trail.

RideR #2 
When the rider’s hand closes on the rein and pulls back 
on the mouth with a brace in her back and legs, the 
horse has no choice but to lift his head and drop his back. 
Photo by Joseph Walsh

from page 15
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ConneCted riding®

wiLL heLp you: 
	 •	 Use	your	body	more	efficiently	to	aid	

the horse’s movement

	 •	 Ride	without	compression,	pain	and	
stress

	 •	 Readily	synchronize	and	dance	with	
the horse’s movement

	 •	 Bring	more	fun	to	your	riding	through	
the sensations of lightness and ease

	 •	 Learn	how	to	engage	your	horse’s	hind	
end	and	feel	him	coming	“through”

	 •	 Become	a	proactive	rider	

	 •	 Give	you	more	tools	to	give	you	more	
choices	to	resolve	difficult	situations.

ConneCted riding®

wiLL heLp your horse: 
	 •	 Learn how to use his body more 

efficiently	to	develop	self-carriage

	 •	 Reduce	rider-induced	stress	injuries	
such	as	“bridle	lameness”

	 •	 Become	a	willing	partner	through	
connected,	reciprocal	communication

	 •	 Develop	proper	muscling	to	be	a	better	
athlete,	for	any	discipline	and	any	level	
of	performance.
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Florida Cracker Horse 

Although not strictly a gaited breed, many of the Cracker 
Horses continue to have a distinctive single-foot gait 
known as the “coon rack.” They are known for their 
heart, their willingness to go all day long moving cattle, 
and then starting fresh the next morning - ready to go. But 
where did this small, big-hearted horse come from?

ORIgInS OF ThE CRACkER hORSE
The Florida Cracker horse – America’s first horses, some 
will say. On his second voyage to America in 1521, Ponce 
de Leon brought a small herd of Andalusian horses and 
cattle with him, landing near where Fort Myers is today. 
During this attempt to explore and settle what is now 
Florida, Ponce de Leon was killed, and no record exists of 
what happened to those cattle and horses. It is presumed 
that those animals were the first domestic horses and cows 
to run wild. 
 Other explorers followed de Leon, bringing with them 
horses as well, many of them of Andalusian descent, Spanish 
colonial horses. These horses adapted to the harsh Florida 
environment and developed unique characteristics from 
their ancestors, but also retained some of the Andalusian 
characteristics. The horses roaming throughout the dense 
forest of Florida played an important role in the lives of 
the Conquistadors or explorers, as well as the Seminole 
people.
 Throughout the 1500’s, additional Spanish horses and 
cattle were imported to aid explorers such as Hernando De 
Soto, in the Pensacola Bay area. Don Diego Maldonado, 

who was bringing the cattle and horses to De Soto, was 
unable to connect with De Soto. Historians report that 
many of the animals were lost in north Florida, left to roam 
wild in the dense timber. Many survived and were able 
to sustain themselves on the lush Florida foliage. In 1565, 
Pedro De Aviles, the founder of St. Augustine, brought in 
cattle to help feed their troops. Horses were used to help 
handle the cattle being raised for beef the soldiers. Other 
Spanish explorers and settlers populated Florida, and 
missionaries began trying to convert the Native Americans 
to Christianity. With the expanding population, Spanish 
leaders began exploring the possibility of expanding cattle 
production, and cattle ranching got its foothold in Florida. 
As the cattle numbers grew, so did the number of horses to 
help handle the cattle.
 “The (Caribbean) Island Breeding Farms supplied the horses 
needed by the Conquistadors for their explorations and conquests of the 
New World. Most of the horses that were brought to the Caribbean 
Islands for brood stock came from the Spanish Province of Cordova. 
These were the results of a mixture, over a long period of time of 
the North African Barb, the Spanish Garraro Pony, the Sorraia 
and other horses of the Iberian Peninsula. Some people refer to these 
horses as Spanish Jennets while others call them Spanish Barbs. 
They ranged in size from thirteen and a half to fifteen hands and their 
general description was: a short back, sloping rump, low tail set, good 
limbs and hooves, wide forehead, beautiful eyes, delicately formed 
nostrils and sloping shoulders... Based on that description, it appears 
that the Cracker Horse of today obviously shares many of the same 
characteristics as those horses brought to the Caribbean Islands, and 
subsequently to Florida, well over four hundred years ago.” – Sam 
P. Getzen 

WhY ThE nAME “CRACkER hORSE”?
A large cattle market developed in trade with Cuba and 
Florida cattlemen needed to find a way to move the cattle 
to ports along the southern tip of Florida. The cracking 
sound of the cowmen’s whips could be heard as the animals 
were herded and driven down state to the waiting boats. 
Cattlemen preferred to work the cattle riding the small, 
agile Spanish colonial horses, horses that had adapted well 
to Florida’s hot, humid climate and undergrowth. The 
cattle became known as Cracker cattle, and the horses 
used to drive them became Cracker Horses. According 
to Getzen, the Spanish horses have also been known by 

– The Official Heritage Horse of Florida
By Cindy McCauley, FOSH Member and Author

Members of FCHA together again at the Bob Barry Fall Ride

Gabe Mitchell working an obstacle course at the Bob Barry 
Fall Ride
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continued page 20

such names as Florida Horse, Marsh Tacky, Woods Pony, 
Seminole Pony, Chickasaw Pony, Prairie Pony, Florida 
Cow Pony and many others. However, the Florida 
Cracker Horse has become the official breed name.

BREED ChARACTERISTICS
According to the Florida Cracker Horse Association, the 
Florida Cracker Horses are “small saddle horses standing 
from 13.2 hands to 15.2 at the withers and weighing 
700-1000 pounds. The head is refined and intelligent in 
appearance. The profile is straight or slightly concave. 
The throat latch is prominent and the jaw is short and 
well-defined. The eyes are keen with an alert expression 
and have reasonable width between them. The eye colors 
are dark, with a white sclera, gray or blue. The neck 
is well defined, fairly narrow, without excessive crest 
and is about the same length as the distance from the 
withers to the croup. The withers are pronounced, but 
not prominent. The chest is medium to narrow in width 
with an inverted “V” formed between the two front legs. 
The shoulders are long and sloping with a 40-50 degree 
angle. A well laid back shoulder with smooth muscling is 
preferred. The back is short, narrow and strong with well 
sprung ribs. The point of the withers and the point of the 
croup are equal in height. The under line is longer than 
the top line. The croup is sloping and short and the tail is 
set medium low.”

TO RIDE OnE IS TO knOW OnE
The best way to tell if a horse is a Cracker Horse is to 
ride one, Cracker Horse owners say. Bobby Hall, San 
Antonio, Florida, one of the founding members of the 
Florida Cracker Horse Association, grew up in ranching 
and was raised with Cracker Horses and Quarter Horses. 
“I always loved the Cracker Horses. They are so easy to 

ride. I appreciate the very smooth running walk they have. 
Some even have a single-foot gait or the “coon rack”. 
They make a perfect pleasure horse, not too big, but they 
offer a world of endurance. The Cracker Horse can work 
all morning, is ready to go again in the afternoon, and 
then again the next morning. Cracker Horses have a lot of 
heart.” ~ Bobby Hall ~ last living founder of the Cracker 
Horse Association and an active member of FCHA since 
the organization was formed.

PRESERVIng ThE BREED
While several cattle ranching families used Cracker 
Horses, many started turning to the larger Quarter 
Horses that had come in from Texas. During the Great 
Depression and the Dust Bowl of the 1930’s, a large 
number of cattle were moved from the affected areas 
into the state of Florida, but with them came screwworm, 
which necessitated a need to treat cattle. Fencing and 
dipping vats were integrated into ranching practices. On 

many Florida ranches, the Quarter Horses became the 
horses of choice instead of the smaller Cracker Horses for 
roping and treating cows. It took a larger horse to hold a 
roped cow needing treatment. Consequently, the Florida 
Cracker Horses’ numbers began to dwindle.

 For fifty years following the Depression, a few Florida 
families kept the Cracker Horse breed going for use on 
their ranches. The Ayers, Harvey, Bronson, Matchett, 
Partin, and Whaley families were the predominant 
Cracker Horse breeders that sustained the Cracker Horse 
breed with a few hundred known head in existence.
 In 1989, fearful that the Cracker Horses might 
become extinct, three men--Bobby Hall, of San Antonio, 
Bob Barry and Sam Getzen of Newberry, contacted other 
Florida cattlemen who owned Cracker Horses. Doug 
Partin and Kevin Whaley, who lived in the Kissimmee 
area, helped set up the meeting places. The ranchers held 
several meetings with the formation of the Florida Cracker 
Horse Association, Inc. (FCHA) resulting. In October of 
1989, the organization received its state charter as a non-
profit Florida corporation. All of the officers, directors and 
the Executive Director/Registrar serve the organization 
as volunteers. The official FCHA registry began in May 

“As people get older, a lot of people want a smoother riding horse, a 
smaller horse, a narrower horse that is easier on your hips because they 
are smaller boned.” – James Levy, Executive Director, the Florida 
Cracker horse Association.

Mary Alice Hardee with Jack relaxes at the Bob Barry Fall Fall 
Ride held at the RO Ranch
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of 1991 with the registration of Foundation Horses, horses 
of known heritage that had come from longstanding lines 
of Cracker Horses, predominantly from ranching families 
who had kept the Cracker Horse from becoming extinct. 
Registration numbers of horses today include about 1000 
horses, with many more eligible to be registered. Not 
rapid but steady progress has been made in increasing the 
Cracker Horse numbers. 
 The Florida Department of Agriculture became 
involved with the preservation efforts of the Cracker 
Horse when John Law Ayers, Brooksville, Florida, 
who had started his own herd of Cracker Horses in the 
1930’s, donated several head of his herd to the State of 
Florida. These horses formed the state owned herd at the 
Florida Agricultural Museum in Tallahassee and in the 
Withlacoochee State Forest. The Paynes Prairie State 
Preserve herd was started in 1985, according to Sam 
Getzen’s AN IDEA THAT BECAME REALITY, were 
purchased by The Friends of Paynes Prairie, a citizen’s 
support group for the Prairie, and donated to the Preserve.
 James Levy, Executive Director/Registrar, explained 
that since 2008 the economy has hurt the horse industry 
in general, the Cracker Horse numbers are holding their 
own, thanks to the preservation efforts of many dedicated 
to the breed. Currently, Dr. Broussard of the Crescent 
J Ranch has the largest known herd of Florida Crackers 
numbering over 100.

FChA ACTIVITIES kEEP MEMBERS InVOLVED
The FCHA holds two official events per year for their 
200 plus members. One is the Annual Gathering where 
a general business meeting with the election of Directors 
occurs. The members also organize fun activities with 

Cracker from page 19

their horses for this event which will be held April 24-27 
in 2014 at Tillis Hill State Park near Brooksville, Florida. 
The site of the Annual Gathering changes each year, but 
the opportunity to meet with friends always means an 
enjoyable weekend. Many start coming on Thursday with 
their trailers and horses and stay till Sunday to trail ride, 
participate in contests, socialize and enjoy great food. 
Often, a big fish fry and covered dish feast is held, but the 
menu, like the site, changes from year to year. One thing 
that doesn’t change--the enjoyment of riding good horses 
and being with good friends.
 The second official event sponsored by the FCHA is 
the Bob Barry Fall Ride, held at the RO Ranch, south 
of Mayo, Florida. In 2013 the Fall Roundup was held 
November 8-9. Two other activities encourage Cracker 
Horse owners’ participation, although not an official 
FCHA event. The Lake Bradford Trail Ride is held 
annually in Tallahassee with the James and Denise Levy 
sponsoring the event. The other event is the Cracker 
Cattle and Horse Auction, held near Brooksville every 
November, and is sponsored by the Florida Department of 
Agriculture. People interested in buying Cracker Horses 
are encouraged to attend this sale where stock of all ages 
is sold. Good stock is available at this sale from the state’s 
Florida Cracker herds. The money raised at this is used to 
help sustain the three state herds of Cracker Horses.

COnSIDER A CRACkER hORSE
Cracker Horses are very versatile. They are still used in 
the cattle industry, and many riders today are getting 
into team penning with them. Crackers have been used 

Cynthia and Briar Mitchell enjoying their horses at the Bob 
Barry Fall Ride

James Levy and his Florida Cracker stallion Ozzie at the Lake 
Bradford Trail Ride
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for pulling wagons and farm implements, but they make 
excellent pleasure and trail riding horses, too. Their 
agility, quickness, sensibility and easy ride have made 
them popular in other disciplines such as endurance 
riding, polocrosse, team roping and others. This smaller, 
often gaited, saddle horse is an excellent choice for those 
with back or hip problems. 

For more information about FCHA and Florida Cracker Horses, 
visit the Association’s website at www.floridacrackerhorses.com. The 
breeders listed on the website have Cracker Horses available. If you 
are looking for a smooth riding, easy-going, small saddle horse filled 
with heart, put a Cracker Horse on your list of possibilities. This 
breed might be just what you are looking for.

Looking Back. . .
Carlton Dudley, an active member of FCHA, 
participated in an FCHA Trail Ride to promote 
support of a bill introduced to the Florida State 
Legislature designating The Florida Cracker Horse 
as the Official Heritage Breed of Florida. He recalls 
that ride:
 “The ride was promoted by the Cracker Horse Association 
Board of Directors to create awareness of the bill in hopes that 
it would be passed. Billy Ray Hunter was the authorized 
spokesperson for the Association and I went along for the ride. I 
was in full agreement with the Board of Directors’ position. As 
you know, the passing of the bill was a success. 
 The ride started in Cockroach Bay below Tampa with 
a news media event. The first day ended at Alafia State Park 
where we spent the night. The next day we traveled north of 
Dade City. The following day we rode just north of Dunellen 
, but were transported back to Alafia State Park for another 
media event. The next morning we were met by two FCHA 
members that rode with us on the next leg of our journey to 
Williston to meet a large group of supporters who provided a 
barbeque and another news media event.
 The following morning quite a large group of supporters 
met us, and we continued on our journey which ended that 
night at Oleno State Park in High Springs. The next morning, 
another media event was held at Oleno, and we proceeded on 
our journey with a total of six riders, stopping at Mayo that 
night. The next day was one of our longest rides. We went 
from Mayo to north of Perry with three remaining riders who 
also rode with us to Lamont. The following morning we headed 
toward Tallahassee to a small park south of the state capital. 
The next day we rode on to our final destination of Desoto Park 
in Tallahassee which we reached about mid-morning with 
quite a number of riders. We were met by a large number of 
media news crews and several politicians. This is just a small 
description of our 300 mile trek.” – Carlton Dudley

Resources: James Levy - Executive Director/
Registrar of the FCHA; Bobby Hall - a Charter 
member of the FCHA; Carlton Dudley - rider in 
the FCHA Trail Ride from Ruskin to Tallahasee; 
“Crackers: Florida’s Heritage Horse Breed” - by Sam 
P. Getzen www.floridacrackerhorses.com website of 
the FCHA; the Florida Department of Agriculture 
and Consumer Services - Florida Cracker Cattle and 
Horse Program document - by Stephen Monroe. 
A special thanks to James Levy, Bobby Hall, and 
Carlton Dudley for sharing their thoughts about the 
breed.
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www.imagineahorse.com

A deeper understAnding of your horse thAn you ever 
imagined is waiting for you with enlightened trick horse training. 
the reciprocal relationship you always dreamed of with your horse is 
available from imagine A horse.
Learn from Master Trick Horse Trainers, Allen Pogue and Suzanne De Laurentis with 36 years of combined experience.Imagine A Horse 
method goes light years beyond the simple mechanics “how” of training tricks and concentrates on “why” they benefit the horse.
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Like	 most	 of	 us,	 you	 are	 probably	 involved	 with	 a	
variety	 of	 organizations,	 each	 of	 which	 requires	 the	

expenditure	of	money.	I	am	grateful	that	the	question	was	
asked	as	it	caused	me	to	examine	and	justify	my	reasons	
for	 helping	develop	 the	 FOSH	Gaited	Distance	program	
and	consider	why	others	should	find	the	Gaited	Distance	
Program	appealing	and	why	they	may	consider	joining.
 Brief history. When FOSH was founded, an alternative 
competitive program for gaited horses was developed. This 
alternative program comprised a rule book for gaited horses with 
an emphasis on sound and natural. The standards were high 
but FOSH felt the standards were what should be the norm for 
gaited horses. FOSH believed that gaited horses should be treated 
humanely and with dignity for what they could do naturally 
without gimmicks. Other breeds agreed and today there are 
15 breeds of gaited horses included under the umbrella of the 
FOSH Independent Judges Association (IJA) Rule Book. The IJA 
Rule book continues to be the most stringent standard for the 
exhibition of gaited horses. The standards have not been relaxed 
and in fact are more stringent today than they were in 1998. 
 reality today.	 A	 major	 change	 in	 demographics	
and	a	 shift	 in	paradigms	 in	 the	equine	world	 required	a	
comparable	shift	in	the	paradigms	of	any	organization	in	
support	 of	 the	 horse.	 FOSH	 recognized	 that	 change	 and	
the	 resulting	 change	 in	 the	 people	 who	 enjoyed	 horses.	
FOSH	had	always	taken	a	broad	perspective	on	the	gaited	
horse	and	 in	every	program	considered	 the	whole	horse	
emotionally,	mentally	and	physically.	The	FOSH	mission	
statement	 addressed	 3	 areas	 –alternative	 competitive	
program,	education	on	the	humane	treatment	and	training	
of	horses,	and	the	fight	 to	end	soring.	 In	response	 to	 the	
paradigm	shift	in	the	horse	world,	FOSH	expanded	their	
competitive	program	beyond	 the	 show	 ring	 through	 the	
FOSH	 Gaited	 Sport	 Horse	 program	 and	 increased	 the	
focus	on	education.	
 The gaited horse is often promoted as easy to ride 
and	only	good	for	going	around	in	circles.	The	majority	of	
gaited	horse	owners	recognize	this	is	only	a	small	aspect	
of	the	gaited	horse,	but	unless	they	wanted	to	be	involved	
in	breed	associations	and	showing	horses,	there	were	not	
many	ways	 to	 be	 accepted	 or	 recognized	 as	 part	 of	 the	
Equine	World.	FOSH	understood	there	were	gaited	horses	
that	 stepped	 outside	 the	 “gaited”	 box	 and	 participated	
in	 equine	 sports	 and	 disciplines	 outside	 the	 show	 ring.	
Unfortunately	 in	 many	 instances,	 these	 gaited	 horses	
were	 expected	 to	 “give	up	 some	gaitedness”	 in	 order	 to	
be	 part	 of	 the	 larger	 equine	world	 or	were	presented	 as	

Why Should I Join 
the FOSH Gaited 
Distance Program?

ConvinCe Me!
By Dianne Little, FOSH Director of Programs

grade	horses	rather	than	as	gaited	horse.	FOSH	believes	in	
the	value	of	gaited	horses	and	wants	to	expose	the	equine	
community	 to	 gaited	 horses	 for	 what	 gaited	 horses	 can	
accomplish	outside	the	show	ring.	
 fosh gaited sport horse program. The FOSH 
Gaited	Sport	Horse	program	was	developed	to	provide	a	
program	for	all	gaited	horses	no	matter	the	breed.	In	this	
program,	gaited	horses	can	compete	not	only	against	each	
other,	but	against	all	horses	whether	gaited	or	non-gaited.	
The	 Gaited	 Sport	 Horse	 Program	 recognizes,	 records,	
respects	and	rewards	the	gaited	horse	for	what	the	horse	
does	naturally	–	a	four	beat	intermediate	gait.	The	gaited	
horse	is	accepted	and	praised	for	its	accomplishments	as	a	
talented,	athletic	gaited	horse.	There	is	no	requirement	to	
make	it	into	something	it	is	not	nor	to	hide	the	fact	that	it	is	
gaited	or	to	apologize	for	the	fact	it	is	gaited.
	 It	 respects	 and	 recognizes	 the	 gaited	 horse	 that	
competes	 in	a	recognized	sport	with	walk/trot	horses.	 It	
recognizes	 the	 accomplishments	 of	 the	 gaited	 horse	 that	
can	step	outside	the	breed	parameters	and	into	the	larger	
community	of	horses.
	 It	provides	a	permanent	record	of	accomplishment	for	
the	 gaited	 horse	 as	 part	 of	 the	 gaited	 horse	 community.	
FOSH	recognizes	 that	other	organizations	keep	the	same	
records,	but	they	are	not	limited	to	the	gaited	horse.	The	
gaited	horse	is	often	overlooked	in	the	world	of	statistics.
	 The	FOSH	Gaited	Sport	Horse	Program	crosses	breed	
lines	and	allows	the	gaited	horse	to	compete	in	disciplines	
and	be	recognized	for	 that	competition	as	a	gaited	horse	
rather	 than	 just	 a	 horse	 that	 competes	 in	 the	 sport	 or	
discipline	 of	 Distance	 riding.	 Through	 the	 program,	 we	
say	gaited	horses	can	compete	with	walk/trot	horses	and	
can	be	successful	in	that	discipline.
	 FOSH	publicizes	 the	 exceptional	 gaited	 horse	 in	 the	
gaited	community	as	well	as	in	the	larger	world	of	horses	
thorough	 publications	 and	 press	 releases.	 We	 promote	
the individual horse as well as the breed through what 
they	 have	 accomplished	 as	 gaited	 horses	 in	 the	 world	
of	 all	 horses.	While	 the	 focus	 is	 on	 the	gaited	horse,	 the	
emphasis	 is	 on	 the	 accomplishments	 of	 the	 gaited	horse	
that	competes	in	recognized	disciplines	and	in	many	cases	
excels	in	those	disciplines.	We	celebrate	the	gaited	horse.
	 We	 track	 of	 the	 accomplishments	 of	 the	 individual	
horses enrolled in the program through the lifetime of the 
horse.	This	tracking	provides	a	data	base	for	those	who	are	
looking	for	gaited	horses	in	a	specific	discipline	or	blood	
lines	 that	may	 have	 the	 qualities	 required	 for	 a	 specific	
sport.	This	 is	 the	only	program	designed	 to	 track	gaited	
horses	in	specific	disciplines.	Through	tracking,	the	horses	
involved	can	be	celebrated	and	publicized	as	a	total	entity	
or	as	individuals.	
	 As	a	FOSH	member	you	receive	an	electronic	copy	of	
the	Sound	Advocate,	the	only	publication	devoted	to	the	
sound	 and	 natural	 gaited	 horse.	 You	 become	 a	member	
of the only organization that is an umbrella group for 15 
breeds	of	gaited	horses,	that	publishes	a	rule	book	for	these	
15 breeds with sound standards that is used by multiple 
organizations	that	offer	gaited	classes	at	open	breed	shows.	

continued	page	25
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BREEDERS
KING OF DIAMONDS
14.3 HH 6 year old Palomino Stallion 
registered and certified MPH – KMSHA – 
AGMH He’s got it all… color, temperament, 
smooth gait and the bloodlines to pass to 
his offspring. King has the solid build and 
stamina of the Mountain Pleasure Horse 
which makes for an awesome trail horse. 
Sire: Goldfinger’s Star Dam: Sally’s Lady 
(Moon bloodline) Stud Fee: $350 Horses for 
Sale
The Equus Survival Trust List of Endangered 
Breeds has the Mountain Pleasure Horse 
listed as “CRITICAL”. RocKaRan Farms is 
striving to preserve this awesome breed.

RocKaRan Farms – Designs, Custom Em-
broidery
Randy & Kathleen Delp
Phone: Quakertown, PA 215-536-5183
Phone: Gillett, PA 570-537-2183
Email: rockarandesigns@yahoo.com
Website: www.rockaran.com

BATES GAITED HOrSES
(FOSH 2010 Trainer of the Year & Breeder 
of the Year)
Rocky & Nya Bates
Melba, Idaho 83641
Phone: 208 495 1606
Website: www.batesgaitedhorses.com

Training and gait repair of all flatshod 
breeds of gaited horses for pleasure, trail, 
hunting and field trial uses. Will travel to 
do clinics, lessons and individual education/
work and training horses.
 

Standing at stud-TWHBEA and Tennessee 
Walking Horse Heritage Society certified 
stallion Cruise with the Limo.
 

Sales of well bred young stock and well 
gaited, educated and willing mounts.

QuIlTED MEADOwS
Vicki & Martha Chatten
PO Box 41, Schoolhouse Lane
Tuckahoe, NJ 08250

Looking for your next trail horse, trainer, or breeding stallion?
Check out these fine farms...

Phone: 609-628-2075
Email: vchatten@verizon.net

BAREFOOT WALKING HORSES for trail 
show or just pure pleasure!
Martha Chatten, riding instructor for 
gaited and non-gaited breeds. IJA judge. 
609-743-1094

THE PurE PlEASurE 
GAITED HOrSE ASSOc. OF 
OKlAHOMA
The PPGHA provides fun, fellowship, social 
and educational activities for owners and ad-
mirers of the naturally gaited pleasure horse 
and presents a positive image of the natu-
rally gaited pleasure horse to the community 
and the public at large through PPGHA ac-
tivities; contributes wherever and however 
possible to charitable organizations involved 
with the welfare and protection of the horse; 
encourages through education and example 
the use of humane care, training and treat-
ment of all gaited horses; so that the gaited 
pleasure horse can be recognized as a con-
tributing member of the equine community. 
For more information, contact Cris Van Horn 
at 918-688-1898 or 2cloudsdancing@tds.
net; www.ppgha.com

SOuTHErN cOMFOrT 
GAITED HOrSE cluB
www.gaitedhorseclub.com 
  

Southern Comfort promotes activities 
highlighting the smooth ride and versatility 
of all gaited horse breeds. Pursuits include 
trail riding, competitions, shows, exhibitions, 
clinics and many other equine qctivities. The 
club promotes horse safety and friendship 
for all that are interested in horses. Owning 
a horse is not a requirement. 
  

SCGHC is based in South Western Idaho and 
is a flat shod exclusive club with members 
contributing and supporting varied interests 
using sound natural horses. 

FOSH Directory

TRAINERS

GAITED CLUBS

Jo Anne Behling Wauwatosa, WI

Pamela Brand Carlisle, PA 

Sarah Bushong-Weeks Denver, CO

Julie Church Pagosa Springs, CO

Mary & William Church
 Pagosa Springs, CO

Luella DeBono Eden Prairie, MN

Beverly Foster St. Augustine, FL 

Nancy Gillespie Pullman, WA

Cristine Holt Dubuque, IA

Jane Howlett Pocatella, ID

Marty Irby Semmes, AL

Sue De Laurentis
 Dripping Springs, TX

Dianne Little Calgary, AB 

Debbie Locke Mack, CO

Ann Loveless St. Robert, MO

Maggie MacAllister Staunton, VA 

Frank Neal Nashville, TN

Lori Northrup Ellicottville, NY

Anne Northrup Ellicottville, NY

Shellie Pacovsky Baineville, MT 

Denise Parsons 

Anita Rau Catlett, VA

Debbie Rash Chico, CA 

Bucky & Nancy Sparks Cortez, CO

Marcy Wadlington Canon City, CO

Leslie Weiler Pagosa Springs, CO

Laura Wyant Cheshire, OR

Anonymous Donor

FOSH
Lifetime 

Members

Thank you for your gracious 
support
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Why Should I Join?
from	page	23

	 You	 become	 part	 and	 support	 an	 organization	 that	
trains	judges	for	15	gaited	breeds	so	that	the	gaited	breeds	
can	 compete	 in	 shows	 and	 be	 accepted	 for	 what	 they	
are.	 The	 standards	 are	 clear,	 the	 judges	 are	 licensed	 and	
respected	as	knowing	sound	and	natural	gaited	horses.
	 As	 a	 FOSH	 member,	 you	 become	 part	 of	 an	
organization	that	has	fought	since	1998	to	end	the	soring	
of	the	TWH.	FOSH	has	fought	not	only	behind	the	scenes,	
but	as	an	active	advocacy	group	for	the	horse--as	a	group	
that	 seeks	 to	 educate	 not	 only	 the	 gaited	 horse	 owner	
but	the	general	public	on	the	topic	of	soring.	FOSH	is	the	
only	gaited	organization	that	has	taken	a	high	profile	and	
active	role	in	this	fight.	For	3	years	FOSH	organized	and	
financed	 the	Sound	Horse	Conference.	This	was	 the	first	
time	 a	 scientific	 and	 rational	 approach	 had	 been	 taken	
to	 the	matter	 of	 soring.	 The	 results	 of	 these	 conferences	
have	been	far	reaching.	One	outcome	has	been	the	alliance	
between organizations that now support the amendments 
to	the	Horse	Protection	Act.	
	 You	 become	 part	 of	 an	 organization	 that	 supports	
the	 education	 and	 humane	 treatment	 of	 gaited	 horses.	
An	organization	that	educates	and	demonstrates	through	
action	their	beliefs	and	these	beliefs	are	based	on	the	whole	
horse	–	emotionally,	mentally	and	physically.
	 I	realize	that	many	of	the	things	I	have	listed	may	not	
seem	directly	 applicable	 to	 the	 sport	of	Distance	Riding.	
However,	they	are	important	to	the	breed	of	horse	that	you	
have	chosen	to	use	competitively	for	a	number	of	years.	The	
outcome	of	 the	FOSH	outreach	 and	 education	programs	
indirectly	benefit	you	and	the	horse	that	you	have	chosen	
as	 your	 companion.	 You	 understand	 the	 importance	 of	
sound	 and	 natural	 as	 well	 as	 training	 and	 conditioning	
to	 the	 wellbeing	 of	 your	 horse.	 You	 demonstrate	 this	
every	time	you	interact	with	your	horse	whether	through	
horsekeeping	 or	 conditioning	 or	 competing.	 FOSH	
appreciates	 and	 respects	 the	 gaited	 horse	 in	 the	 same	
manner	as	you	and	wants	others	to	respect	them.	
	 FOSH	 hopes	 to	 accomplish	 increased	 awareness,	
appreciation	and	respect	 for	gaited	horses	by	celebrating	
the	 gaited	 horse	 and	 presenting	 these	 accomplished,	
athletic	gaited	horses	to	the	equine	community.	For	some	
this is an intangible and for others it is the realization of a 
dream--the	gaited	horse	as	an	important	part	of	the	equine	
world.	Through	 the	Gaited	Sport	Horse	 initiative	and	 in	
particular,	the	Gaited	Distance	Program,	FOSH	provides	a	
conduit	to	this	dream.
	 Since	 1998,	 FOSH	 is	 the	 only	 national	 organization	
dedicated	 to	 the	 promotion	 of	 the	 sound	 gaited	 horse	
emotionally,	 mentally	 and	 physically;	 fair	 competition;	
and	 humane	 training	 and	 education	 regardless	 of	 breed	
or	discipline.	FOSH	is	a	national	leader	in	the	promotion	
of	natural,	sound	gaited	horses	and	actively	fights	against	
abuse	and	soring	of	Tennessee	Walking	Horses.

Chartlotte, aka Gen’s Shakin’ Ice, a gorgeous chestnut, 4 
year old registered Tennessee Walking Horse, has been 

on patrol in Houston since July 2013, keeping the big city 
safe. Charlotte is probably all of 17 hands high and makes an 
impression on everyone she meets. Assigned to Lt. Randfall 
Wallace, the duo fights crime in downtown Houston, Texas 
every day. 
 Charlotte had a very busy September. She was in her 
first parade and was her normal, awesome self said Sgt. 
Wills. According to Lt. Wallace, “On Friday, she put 3 bad 
guys in jail and wrote a stack of tickets. On Saturday she 
participated in her first parade downtown, and acted like 
she had done a hundred of them. Yesterday she worked 
a protest, put another bad guy in jail, and wrote another 
stack of tickets for all kinds of violations (urinating in 
public, public consumption of alcohol, littering, disorderly 
conduct-offensive language, etc…). She never grows 
weary, never shows a lack of confidence, and continues to 
be curious of everything and does everything she can to try 
and please her partner. She is such a pleasure to be with.” 
 In early October, Lt. Wallace taught Charlotte how to 
play hide and seek!! 

Large and In Charge in Houston

CHARLOTTE ON 
PATROL
By Cris Van Horn, Lt. Randall Wallace & Sgt. Leslie Wills

continued page 28

 Wallace reported that “Charlotte worked her first 
major protest on Sat, October 5th, in which she and 8 
other horses escorted about 800-1000 people through 
downtown. The protesters were very loud with their drums, 
and were waving flags, banners, signs, balloons, etc… 
Charlotte did great! Additionally, she made her first felony 
arrest on Friday, Oct 11. She arrested a fellow that had an 
outstanding felony warrant (for Theft $20k-$100k), and she 
put three other thugs in jail later that same afternoon for 
misdemeanor warrants and liquor violations. Needless to 
say, Charlotte has become quite the crime fighter!!”

Charlotte Playing Hide and seek.
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Lateral	 work	 can	 improve	 the	 horse’s	 balance,	
suppleness	 and	 strength.	 In	 order	 to	 effectively	
utilize lateral positions it is important to 
understand	 what	 the	 positions	 are,	 how	 they	

relate	 to	 each	 other,	 why	 and	when	 you	would	 utilize	
the	different	positions	and	how	to	execute	each	of	these	
movements.	In	this	series	of	articles	I	hope	to	do	all	that	in	a	
way	you	can	easily	comprehend.	We	have	been	looking	at	
how	lateral	positions	are	related	by	5	basic	characteristics.	
In	 this	 installment	 I	 will	 discuss	 lateral	 movements	
that	 are	 related	by	 the	number	of	 tracks	 created	by	 the	
horse’s	legs	as	well	as	the	orientation	to	the	wall.	The	5	
characteristics	are:	direction, Bend, orientation, tracks 
and gaits.

direction	 –	 the	direction	of	 travel;	Forward,	Backward,	
Circular,	 Diagonally	 and/or	 Vertical.	 Some	movements	
are	 a	 combination	 of	 two	 directions	 i.e.:	 pirouettes	 are	
circular	with	a	vertical	component.

Bend	 –	 the	 curvature	of	 the	horse’s	 spine.	Bend	can	be	
Left,	Right,	or	Straight	(no	bend).

orientation	–	In	or	Out.	This	refers	to	the	line	of	the	circle.	
“In”	means	 to	 the	 inside	of	 the	 line	 of	 the	 circle,	while	
“Out”	means	to	the	outside	of	the	line	of	the	circle.

tracks	–	the	number	of	paths	created	by	the	legs	of	the	
horse.	Two	tracks	–	the	hind	feet	follow	in	the	track	of	the	
front	feet;	Three	tracks	–	there	are	three	distinct	lines	that	
the	legs	are	on	with	two	legs	on	the	same	path;	and	Four	
tracks	–	each	leg	forms	a	separate	path,	one	for	each	leg.

gaits	–	I	have	limited	the	discussion	to	the	three	primary	
gaits,	walk,	 trot,	and	canter	and	halt.	Soft-gaited	horses	
can	 perform	 lateral	 work.	 I	 am	 not	 well	 versed	 in	 the	
soft-gaits	therefore;	I	will	limit	my	discussion	to	the	three	
primary	gaits.	

In	Parts	2	and	3	of	this	series	the	various	lateral	positions	
were	discussed	based	on	Direction;	forward/backward	

Laterally Related – Moving 
on 3 Tracks (Part 4)
By Wendy Murdoch; Copyright© 2014. All rights reserved.
www.murdochmethod.com

(i.e.:	straight	lines)	
diagonally	(i.e.:	leg-
yield)	or	circular	
(i.e.:	rollback).	The	
remaining	lateral	positions	to	be	discussed	are;	shoulder-
fore, shoulder-in, shoulder-out, haunches-in and 
haunches- out.	
 direction	 is	 not	 a	 distinguishing	 factor	 for	 this	
grouping	because	they	can	all	be	ridden	on	straight	lines,	
diagonal	 lines	 and	 circles.	 Instead,	 the	more	 significant	
characteristics	for	this	group	are	orientation and tracks. 
I	will	 define	 the	 different	 positions	 in	 this	 article.	Next	
time	I	will	show	you	how	are	related.

definitions
Shoulder-in	is	known	to	the	old	masters	as	“The	mother	
of	all	 lateral	work”.	It	was	invented	in	the	1700’s	by	De	
La	Gueriniere	to	supple	the	horse’s	shoulders.	Gueriniere	
recognized	that	in	order	to	supple	the	shoulders,	the	inside	
hind	leg	needed	to	move	in	front	of	and	close	to	the	outside	
hind	leg.	Therefore	he	placed	the	horse’s	haunches	near	
the	wall	and	moved	the	shoulders	onto	a	separate	track	
away	from	the	wall.	The	horse	is	bent	(longitudinally	and	
laterally	flexed)	throughout	the	entire	length	of	the	spine.	
The suppling of the shoulders results from the inside front 
leg	crossing	over,	in	front	of	and	above	the	outside	foreleg	
with	each	step.	The shoulder-in also prepares a horse for 
placing his weight on his haunches because he brings 
the inside hind leg forward under the belly and places it 
over the outside hind leg, which he cannot do without 
lowering the haunch. Correctly	executed,	 the	shoulder-in 
prepares	the	horse	for	collection.	It	is	generally	accepted	
that on a straight line the angle of the shoulders away 
from	the	wall	is	approximately	30°	to	the	wall.
 Shoulder-fore	 is	 a	 lesser	 cousin	 to	 the	 shoulder-in.	 It	
requires	 less	 engagement	 and	 flexion	 of	 the	 pelvis	 and	
spine.	 Sometimes	 known	 as	 first position (although this 
can	also	be	differentiated	as	yet	another	lateral	position)	

*Direction: F = forward, B=backward, D=diagonally, C=circle, H=halt. ** Bend is Left (L), Right (R) moving into 
the bend or away from the bend

 
Movement Direction* Bend** Orientation Tracks Gaits 
Shoulder-fore F, D, C L, R away IN 2 W, T, C 
Shoulder-in F, D, C L, R away IN 3 W, T 
Shoulder-out F, D, C L, R away OUT 3 W, T 
Haunches-in (Travers)  F, D, C  L, R into IN 3,4 W, T, C 
Haunches-out (Renvers)  F, D, C  L, R into OUT 3,4 W, T, C 
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 Remember that the horse’s body is wider in the 
haunches	than	in	the	shoulder	and	that	the	hind	feet	step	
wider	than	the	front	feet.	Therefore	the	horse’s	shoulders	
can	line	up	between	the	two	hind	feet,	slightly	towards	
the	 outside	 hind	 foot	 (considered	 crooked)	 or	 slightly	
towards	the	inside	hind	foot.	In	shoulder-fore you position 
the shoulders so that they line up with the inside hind 
foot.
 The purpose of all of these lateral exercises is to 
produce a straight, balanced and collected horse that 
moves in self-carriage.	 Henry	 Wynmalen	 in	 his	 book,	
DRESSAGE A STUDY OF THE FINER POINTS OF 
RIDING,	points	this	out	when	he	states,	“The	shoulder-in	
is	 essentially	a	 schooling	movement,	not	used	as	a	 rule	
for exhibition purposes and not demanded in dressage 
tests.”	His	book	was	written	in	1952,	obviously	before	the	
modern	day	dressage	tests	were	created!
 Shoulder-out is simply shoulder-in traveling the other 
direction.	Orientation	 to	 the	wall	determines	 if	 you	 are	

the shoulders are only moved to the inside enough that 
the inside front foot and inside hind foot are on the same 
track.	As	 a	 result	 the	 inside	 hind	 foot	will	 be	 stepping	
slightly	more	 under	 the	 horse’s	 body.	 In	THE BASICS, 
K.A.	von	Ziegner	states	that	 in	shoulder-fore	the	inside	
fore	 foot	should	be	1/2	hoof	more	 to	 the	 inside	so	 that	
the	inside	hind	leg	is	on	a	separate	track	(4	tracks).	This	
could	be	splitting	hairs	as	he	also	says	you	need	a	ground	
person	or	mirrors	in	order	to	differentiate	the	two.
	 I	think	Gustav	Steinbrecht	describes	the	shoulder-fore 
best	 in	 his	 book,	THE GYMNASIUM OF THE HORSE. 
“If	we	now	increase	the	removal	of	the	outside	shoulder	
from the wall to the extent that the inside shoulder is 
positioned	 just	 in	 front	 of	 the	 inside	 hip,	 this	 requires	
the	first	degree	of	rib	cage	flexion	(bending)	 to	prevent	
the	outside	hind	leg	from	falling	out.	This	position	of	the	
horse	is	the	basis	for	all	flexion	exercises	…	and	is	the	first	
stage	of	the	“flexed	straight	position”	of	the	horse.	Let	us	
give	this	position	the	name	“shoulder-fore”	once	and	for	
all.”	

continued	page	29
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 On November 26, Wallace reported that “Charlotte 
arrested two bad guys yesterday. One of them had 14 City of 
Houston warrants and a Class B warrant for Criminal Trespass 
(that I had filed on him Friday). The other guy had 6 City of 
Houston warrants. She also issued 6 tickets for various civility 
ordinances (urinating in public, laying on the sidewalk, etc.). 
So, it was a very good day, especially considering it rained on 
us the entire time and was in the low 40’s.....” When I asked if 
Charlotte was still her curious self, Wallace said, “Yes, but as 
she becomes more and more familiar with downtown, there 
is less and less that draws her curiosity. It’s becoming “old 
hat” for her, which makes her an awesome police horse.” 
 I asked if Charlotte gaits well or if they have a chance to 
gait while patrolling. Wallace said they run some downtown, 
but she hasn’t learned to gait yet, and he doesn’t know how 
to teach her. Every once in a while she will “miraculously” slip 
into her gait and it is very nice, but he has no idea how to 
“coach” her on it. Sgt. Wills said she does gait every now and 
then and it is really nice. She is really just starting to figure 
her legs out and how they are supposed to move. I told them 
I would see if I could get them some help on learning how to 
bring Charlotte’s gait out more consistently.
 Lt. Wallace said he is also having to work with a 3 year 
old mule so he is splitting time between enjoying himself 
with Charlotte, and “waging war with that long eared demon 
that obviously came from Satan’s herd.” I knew that Lori 
Northrup, FOSH Past President, had recently donated a pair 
of 3 year old john mules to the Houston Mounted Patrol and 
wondered if he was working with one of them. He promptly 
clarified that the mule he is working with is “definitely NOT 

CHARLOTTE ON 
PATROL continued from page 25

one of Lori’s New York mules. And yes, Charlotte gets all 
kinds of loving after I spend time with the spawn of Satan!”
 Charlotte was in the Thanksgiving Day Parade in Houston 
in November—all this after only being under saddle since 
July!!! 

 The big news is that I went to Houston to visit Charlotte 
and meet all of her humans in December. It was a glorious 
visit! Several close friends, Paige Overton from Tennessee 
and DeAnn and Rod Savell from Texas accompanied me on 
the tour. Charlotte was phenomenal--very engaging and 
eager to show us all her tricks—tongue sticking out, showing 
us her pretty foot, etc. It was clear to all how much she 
adores Lt. Wallace. And the crowning glory of this adventure 
was learning that Charlotte will be used as a dignitary horse 
because she is so awesome. She will be trusted to carry 
dignitaries at parades and other high profile events. Her 
personality is unflappable and she wants to please. This is 
why we breed Tennessee Walking Horses. What a testament 
to the breed!! 
To find out more about the Houston Mounted Patrol 
program and how you can help, please visit www.
houstonpolicefouncation.org/mounted. 

Charlotte doing her tongue trick.

Charlotte and Smash at the Houston 
Thanksgiving Day parade 2013.

Charlotte with Lt. Randall Wallace 
and Sgt. Leslie Wills
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Laterally Related
continued	page	from	27

in shoulder-in or shoulder-out,	 not	 changing	 the	 position	
of	 the	horse.	More	on	 this	when	we	get	 to	 the	zucchini	
lesson	in	the	next	installment.	
	 In	travers or haunches-in	the	horse’s	hindquarters	are	
moved	off	the	line	of	travel	onto	an	inside	track	instead	of	
the	shoulders.	The	outside	hind	leg	crosses	in	front	of	the	
inside	hind	leg	while	the	forequarters	of	the	horse	remain	
straight	 on	 the	 line	 of	 travel.	 The	 horse	 is	 evenly	 bent	
from	poll	to	tail	inward	and	is	moving	in	the	direction	of	
the	bend.	The	difficulty	is	moving	into	rather	than	away	
from	 the	 bend.	 Poor	 haunches-in generally results from 
loss	of	bend	 through	 the	body.	Well	 ridden,	haunches-in 
increases	 the	 engagement	 of	 the	 inside	 hind	 leg	 and	 is	
useful	 in	developing	the	weight	bearing	capacity	of	 the	
hindquarters	for	further	collection.	
 Haunches-out (renvers) and haunches-in (travers) and 
are	related	 to	each	other	 in	 the	same	way	as	shoulder-in 
and shoulder -out.	 Haunches-in and -out differ only by 
orientation	to	the	arena	not	by	the	position	of	the	horse.	
The	“finished”	haunches-out	should	be	at	an	angle	of	45°.
	 There	seems	to	be	debate	about	the	number	of	tracks	a	
horse should be on for haunches-in/out.	Anthony	Crossley	
in ADVANCED DRESSAGE	 claims	 that	 it	 should	 be	
ridden	just	like	the	shoulder-in	meaning	only	three	tracks	
with	 only	 a	 line	 across	 the	 ears	 at	 right	 angles	 to	 the	
track.	 Whereas	 Charles	 de	 Kunffy	 in	 THE ATHLETIC 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRESSAGE HORSE	 claims	
that	the	neck	should	proceed	straight	and	only	from	the	
withers	 back	 is	 the	 horse’s	 bending	 allowed	 to	 curve	
away	from	the	wall.	He	also	states	“the	haunches-in must 
always	be	on	four	tracks.”	And	you	wonder	why	we	are	
confused	about	lateral	work!
 next time be sure to have some zucchini on hand so 
you can see how these positions relate to each other and 
how the orientation plays a role in determing which 
movement you are performing.	In	the	mean	time	always	
remember	to	enjoy	the	ride!

Many	 FOSH	 members	 visited	 the	 great	 state	 of	 Texas	
a	 number	 of	 times	 in	 2013.	 Lori	 Northrup,	 FOSH	 VP	
of	 Anti-	 Soring	 Initiatives	 drove	 to	 Texas	 to	 donate	
two	 gaited	 mule	 geldings	 to	 the	 Houston	 Mounted	
Patrol	program.	Then	the	FOSH	Board	of	Directors	and	
Executive	Advisory	Committee	met	 for	 the	 2013	 FOSH	
Board meeting outside Austin where everyone visited 
FOSH	Friends	Sue	De	Laurentis,	Allen	Pogue	and	Kristi	
Reavis	at	Imagine	A	Horse	at	Red	Horse	Ranch.
 Sue and Kristi treated everyone to a wonderful 
exhibition	of	Lady	C	and	her	 repertoire	of	 tricks.	Kristi	
then	 exhibited	 Visten	 for	 the	 group	 and	 we	 were	 all	
amazed at how smart these horses are and how they 
respond	to	Imagine	A	Horse	Trick	Training.
	 Then	I	vacationed	in	San	Antonio	in	December	with	a	
friend from Tennessee and we also visited Sue and Kristi 
at	 Red	 Horse	 Ranch	 for	 a	 day	 of	 fellowship	 and	 trick	
training	with	 Lady	C	 again.	My	 friend,	 Paige	Overton,	
was	awed	at	the	intelligence	and	abilities	of	Lady	C.	Sue	
also	helped	Paige	with	some	sticky	spots	she	was	having	
teaching	 tricks	 to	 one	 of	 her	 horses	 back	 in	 Tennessee.	
Paige told me that our day with Sue and Kristi was one of 
the	best	days	of	her	life!!	
	 Later	 that	 same	week,	 Paige	 and	 I	met	my	 friends	
Rod	and	DeAnn	Savelle	from	Port	Neches	at	the	Houston	
Mounted	Patrol	facility	to	visit	Charlotte,	A	TWH	mare	
I	donated	 last	 year	 and	who	has	been	 in	 service	under	
saddle	 since	 July	 2013.	 I	 was	 so	 impressed	 with	 their	
program	 that	 I	 contacted	 Dianne	 Little	 to	 see	 if	 there	
was	any	way	FOSH	could	offer	an	auditor	spot	to	one	of	
the	officers	 to	attend	 the	upcoming	biomechanics	 clinic	
that	 FOSH	 is	 hosting	 in	March	with	 Jillian	Kreinbring.	
Knowledge	 of	 biomechanics	 will	 be	 such	 a	 plus	 to	 an	
already	awesome	program.	Dianne	graciously	offered	up	

two	 auditor	 spots.	Unfortunately,	Houston	 could	
not	 take	advantage	of	 this	generosity	because	 the	
clinic	 falls	 on	 the	 Saint	 Patrick’s	 Day	 weekend	
which	is	a	very	busy	time	for	the	Mounted	Patrol.
	 Not	 being	 one	 to	 take	 no	 for	 an	 answer,	 I	
jumped	 on	 the	 computer	 and	 checked	 out	 Jillian	
Kreinbring’s	 schedule	 for	 2014	 (www.jkreinbring.
com	).	I	thought	she	lived	in	the	Pacific	Northwest	
but	 discovered	 she	 had	 moved	 to	 San	 Marcos,	
Texas	and	would	be	featured	at	a	clinic	in	February	
outside	 Forth	 Worth	 at	 the	 Firehawk	 Ranch.	 I	
contacted	 the	 owner,	 Jeannette	Wright,	 and	 if	 the	
powers	that	be	at	the	Houston	Police	Department	
approve,	 Sgt.	 Leslie	 Wills	 will	 attend	 a	 Jillian	

SPOTLIGHT
ON TEXAS

By Cris Van Horn, FOSH Board Member

continued page 30
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Kreinbring	 biomechanics	 clinic	 after	 all	 due	 to	 the	
generosity	of	Dianne	Little,	FOSH	Director	of	Programs,	
and	 FOSH’s	 new	 friend,	 Jeannette	Wright	 of	 Firehawk	
Ranch	 (www.firehawkranch.org	 ).	 The	 cool	 thing	 about	
Firehawk	Ranch	is	in	addition	to	biomechanics,	they	also	
feature	monthly	 clinics	with	 Stephanie	Millham,	world	
renowned	 classical	 dressage	 instructor	 who	 rode	 with	
Maestro	Nuno	Oliveira	for	10	years.

So here is what I found out last month about Texas:
v	Imagine	A	Horse	Trick	Horse	Training	at	Red	Horse	

Ranch	in	Dripping	Springs

v	Firehawk	Ranch	in	Aubrey	Features	Jillian	Kreinbring,	
Senior	 Connected	 Riding	 Instructor,	 on	 Equine	
Biomechanics	and	features	Stephanie	Millham,	world	
renowned	 Classical	 Dressage	 Instructor	 who	 rode	
with	Maestro	Nuno	Oliveira	for	10	years

v	Mary	Rose	Dressage,	classical	riding	instructor	who	
studied	with	Nuno	Oliveira	is	in	Dripping	Springs

v	Jillian	 Kreinbring,	 Connected	 Riding	 and	
Biomechanics	is	in	San	Marcos

v	Dr.	 Madalyn	 Ward,	 Horse	 Harmony	 &	 Holistic	
Horsekeeping	is	in	Fischer

v	The	Whole	Horse	 Clinic	 in	 San	Marcos	 is	 home	 to	
the	 Vluggen	 Institute	 for	 Equine	 Osteopathy	 and	
Education	in	the	USA.

Texas	is	a	hot	bed	of	progressive	equine	education.

teXAs r o C K s !!

SPOTLIGHT
ON TEXAS

from page 29

FOSH Board and EAC with Lady C

Lady C--complicated bow 

Sue De Laurentis and Lady 
C at the Climbing wall

Cris Van Horn and Lady C

Paige Overton 
and Lady C
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THe HORSe’S BACk: ART AND 
SCIeNCe FOR GAIT TRAINING

— Mark Russell© 2013; Reprinted by Permission

In my opinion every rider should have a grasp of 
basic equine biomechanics before saddling our 
horses or attempting to work them in hand. The 

horse moves prerequisitely as a whole and for every one of 
our actions there is a reaction/response on the part of the 
horse that is determined by the bones, tendons, ligaments, 
nerves, and musculature of the horse. Understanding 
both the horse’s innate abilities as well as his limitations 
allow us to work within his comfort zone; helping him find 
relaxation, enjoyment, and suppleness.
 I am not a veterinarian nor do I hold a degree in equine 
physiology, however as a life-long educator of horses I have 
learned that there are certain truths in our horsemanship 
that cannot be denied. Horses move with fluidity, as nature 
intended, with suppleness, strength, and balance. They 
were not designed to be ridden; however they can be taught 
to carry us with the same grace if we follow some basic 
principles. In this article I will focus on the horse’s back 
and core and how that relates to the smooth gaited horse. 
Gait difficulty for the smooth gaited horse can usually be 
attributed to muscular tension, emotional tension, or to 
biomechanic misalignments. If we can eradicate those 
things in our horses they will find their gait naturally.

THE BACK
How the horse uses his back is fundamental to his overall 
physical strength, fitness, and ability to engage and 
carry the rider. The horse’s back is integral in both the 
transmission of energy from the hind end [the motor] to 
the front end, and in transmitting a variety of messages to 
and from the brain. When we have a good disposition of 
the back, any movement we ask of the horse will be easier 
for him to achieve. Long, full, well vascularized muscles 
work effectively to perform movements fluidly. Tight short 
muscles cannot do the job they were intended for and the 
risk of tearing or doing microvascular damage becomes 
real. 
 The weight of the rider is carried by a series of 
muscles, tendons, and ligaments of the thoracic sling or 
undercarriage. This system is found underneath the horse 
connecting his head and neck to his rump and hind legs. 
The back muscles are supportive and work antagonistically 
with the sling system. Another way of thinking of it is if 
muscles below the vertebral column engage then the 
muscles above the vertebral column release. In order for 
the system to function synergistically, both need to be 
supple; as the sling engages, the back softens and relaxes 
while providing support. 
 An additional benefit of relaxation of the back 
and spinal column relates directly to nerve health and 

p ro p r i o c e p t i o n . 
The spinal cord, 
encased within 
the protective pro-
cesses of the spine 
is the highway for 
nerves which transmit messages between the brain and all 
of the areas of the body. Proprioceptors; nerve cells which 
inform the brain about where the horse’s feet are, where 
he is in his space, what posture and what movement he is 
in, are found in all of the muscles and all of the joints of 
the horse’s body. If the back is relaxed it becomes better 
vascularized, and the nerves can transmit messages and 
proprioceptive information efficiently and accurately.
 The horse has a cable-like ligament called the Nuchal 
ligament originating from the occipital joint/base of his 
skull and is connected to a series of ligaments anchored 
to the bones at his hind end. The Nuchal ligament has very 
limited ability to stretch and this in turn has a limiting 
factor in how much we can ask of the horse without doing 
damage/creating microtears in any of his structures. He 
has no option but to work within the parameters set by his 
powerful ligamentary system.

BASCULE
 Bascule refers to the desirable disposition of the 
horse’s back: in bascule the horse stretches or telescopes 
his head and neck forward with his nose ahead of his 
ears. The base of his neck lifts, as does his back behind the 
withers and he is able to step underneath with his hind legs. 
Rounding the topline in this way helps the horse engage the 
carrying muscles of his undercarriage and works within 
the parameters of his ligamentary system. This position 
is elemental in teaching the horse to carry; both true 
collection and a fluid gait spring from developing the horse 
in this position. 

VENTROFLEXION
The concept of ventroflexion is in direct contrast to bascule. 
A horse that is ridden in ventroflexion is easily identifiable; 
his head will be in a high position, he will have a bulging 
lower neck and the muscles at the top of his neck will be 
undeveloped. As there is no bony attachment between 
the forelimbs and the body of the horse, the energy from 
the hindquarters will drive the thorax downward and the 
horse will travel on his forehand. The back muscles of the 
horse will tighten, the spinal column will be compressed, 
and nerve signals become interrupted. This progression 

continued page 32
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The Spirit of Connection coming to the United States in 2014!

CHRIS	IRWIN

www.chrisirwin.com • info@chrisirwin.com • 877-394-6733

“Nobody explains the 
horse-human relationship 
better then Chris Irwin” ~ 
Horse	&	Rider	Magazine

“Irwin is the evolution of 
Natural Horsemanship” ~ 
Horses	All	Magazine

“An incredible ability to 
develop courage and confi-
dence in nervous horses.” ~ 

Dressage Today

“Forget the Horse Whisper-
er, Chris Irwin is the Dr. 
Phil for horses and horse 

riders!” ~ The San Diego 
Tribune

“Chris Irwin is on a 
mission to change the we 
communicate with each 

other, one horse at a time.” 
~ Toronto Star 

 
“The horses look at Irwin as 
if he is God.”	~	Ireland’s	
Equestrian	Magazine

 
“Chris Irwin is the Master 

of Awareness”	-	VVF	
Magazine,	Belgium	 

 
“Irwin’s is not 

commercialized, he is an 
extraordinary horseman 
and personal coach.” ~ 

PaardenSport	Magazine,	
The	Netherlands

will have a bracing effect on the lumbo-sacral area and his 
pelvis will flatten, in turn arresting the ability of the hind 
legs get under his body to carry the rider and to collect. 
As the smooth flow of proprioceptive messages have 
been blocked he will have trouble moving his limbs with 
appropriate timing. This cluster of phenomena will create 
a more anxious horse further contributing to the loss of his 
natural gait. Due to the limitations of the Nuchal ligament 
when the horse’s back is in a downward position and his 
head is held high he will be physically unable to reach 
his legs underneath his body. This position will result in 
damage to the muscles/tendons/ligaments of the horse 
and I have found that the suspensory ligaments become 
especially vulnerable.
 This ventroflexed position is not necessarily the fault 
of the rider; many smooth gaited horses will naturally fall 
into this position in response to the weight of the rider. We 
are responsible for teaching the horse how to carry the 
rider effectively considering his limitations.

HYPERFLEXION
Hyperflexion refers to the overbending of the horse either 
longitudinally; bringing his nose behind the vertical, or 
laterally; bringing his head too far to the side. These are 

both positions contrary to the limitations of the horse’s 
ligamentary system. Both of these positions tighten the 
back muscles and break the connection between the 
bridle and the horse’s feet. The horse will be forced on to 
his forehand and will lose his balance and his gait will be 
interrupted.

FOOTFALL
Footfall is critical to the horse’s gait and without good back 
mobility and relaxation, the timing of the horse’s footfall 
can be extremely difficult to adjust. In a horse that is 
inclined to ventroflex it is not fruitful to focus on training 
footfall; the trainer is better off working on basculing 
and softening the horse’s back and teaching him to carry. 
In most cases, footfall will normalize if the back is in an 
optimal position and is soft and relaxed.

ACHIEVING SOFTNESS
We now understand that in order for the horse to achieve 
a relaxed rhythmic gait his back must be both mobile and 
relaxed and in an elevated disposition. When I train any 
horse, whether he is gaited or not, I begin by teaching him 
to release the jaw, the poll, and the neck. I begin working 
the horse from the ground so he does not have to worry 
about holding and balancing weight while trying to learn 
new maneuvers. The lessons are thus easier for him to 

THe HORSe’S BACk
continued from page 31
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FOR REAL TIME UPDATES AND 
OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION..

 
 Join the FOSHFriends Yahoo group!

grasp and be successful with. It is also easier for me to 
teach him as I can position myself in different places on the 
ground to assist him. Throughout this process I use a plain 
snaffle bit and typically do not change bits down the road 
unless there is a specific need. 
 To begin, I stand at his head slightly off to the side with 
his neck slightly bent towards me. In this position I place 
my hands on the rings on either side of the bit. With my 
hand that is on the inside of the bend I direct the ring of the 
bit diagonally across under his jaw towards the opposite 
shoulder while I lift the outside bit ring upwards with my 
outside hand. Indications that he has released his jaw are 
mouth opening, chewing, or licking. I make this request 
mindful that any harshness or hurry on my part will work 
directly against what I am trying to achieve. As soon as he 
shows me signs that he has released his jaw, I immediately 
release pressure. In the early stages of teaching I might 
need to induce him with a little treat to compel him to 
release. With practice I will be able to elicit a release of his 
jaw from a simple vibration of the rein upwards towards 
the corner of his mouth.
 Some horses will have difficulty with this exercise and I 
must be aware of any minute response towards relaxation. 
This exercise cannot be forced and the more we work on 
the horse’s terms the more successful we will be and the 
faster our results will come.
 After the horse releases his jaw, his poll and neck will 
begin to relax. He will be inclined to stretch his head and 
neck downward. I encourage this movement by supporting 
him and helping guide his head as I want him to stay slightly 
bent to the side. I make sure that his ears stay level – if 
they don’t, it means his spine has twisted and the benefit of 
the exercise is lost. Think of softening and lengthening his 
neck inward and downward. This stretching in relaxation 
with a slight bend will begin to release the muscles over his 
topline. By releasing and lowering his neck to just below 
wither height the base of his neck will elevate as will the 
thoracic spine behind the withers. This lifting can be seen 
from the ground and will also be felt from the saddle. As 
with any teaching, I have to do this exercise on both sides. 
It is safe to assume that the horse will be unsymmetrical 
and stiffer on one side. I do not force the horse to release 
but instead I remain persistent and kind with my request 
until the horse finds what I am asking for. This lowering 
and softening will feel good to the horse and once I show 
him the way he will seek out this position on his own. 
 Next, in this position from the ground I begin to 

A lovely position for this Rocky Mountain Horse. She 
is soft and a joyful to ride.

VENTROFLEXION: This same young horse has temporarily 
lost his position: his head is elevated, the base of his neck 
and his back have dropped. In this position he will have 
trouble getting his inside hind leg underneath. The energy 
from his hind end is driving his chest downward. He has 
lost his balance and has begun to rush to try to regain it.

BASCULE: A young Rocky Mountain Horse in a 
lovely position; the base of his neck and his back are 
elevated and it is easy for him to flex his hind leg and 
place it underneath his core. His expression is calm 
and relaxed.

continued page 34
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introduce movement. With a released topline bent to the 
inside I can begin to ask the horse to move his shoulders 
outward. After he moves his shoulders outward I ask him 
to move his hind end away from me as well and direct his 
body on a circle. I continue to watch that his ears remain 
level as he flexes as this is an indication that the bend 
at the poll is correct. I also pay attention that his head 
and neck remain aligned with his shoulder, and that a 
consistent arc from his head to his haunch is maintained. I 
want the inside hind leg moving forward without crossing 
the midline of the horse as that would create too much 
stress on his joints. If there is a smooth even bend through 
the full length of his body he will be able to flex without 
interruption of energy flow and he will be able to engage 
effectively. This combined lateral and forward movement 
will at first be difficult for the horse to accomplish. 
 The weakest spot of the horse’s topline is at the lumbo-
sacral joint. However, this joint is critical for transferring 
the energy from the hind end to propel the horse forward. 
Working the horse in this lowered and arced position the 
muscles around this joint can begin to strengthen and he 
will be able to propel himself forward and upward rather 
than downward into his chest. 
Through these exercises the back will not only become 
softer but will become activated and accessible. Through 
better vascularization his neuromuscular system can 
function as designed. He can now mobilize and use his hind 
end, flex his joints, and coil his hind end underneath his 
core to support the rider. He himself will feel balanced and 
thus be calmer and will not feel the need to rush forward. 
Now we can see that collection; the horse’s hind end 
coiled under, back basculed, and neck stretched forward, is 
beneficial for smooth gaited horses and is not just reserved 
for the dressage horse.
Learning new exercises and new ways of moving is difficult 
for the horse and it is our job as trainers to help the horse 
stay relaxed through the process. We must take care to set 
him up to succeed by asking only for what he can provide 
both physically and emotionally at any particular point 
in time. Following the principles of caring for the horse’s 
back and training with both correct biomechanics and 
relaxation, the natural gait of the horse will emerge.
Thank you to Folsom Ridge Farm for the use of their Rocky 
Mountain Horses. Recommended resources: Articles and 
information: Dr. Deb Bennett - equinestudies.org. For 
biomechanics lectures; Jillian Kreinbring - jkreinbring.com
Mark Russell is the author of Lessons in Lightness: the art 
of Educating the Horse, with Andrea W. Steele. Mark Russell 
is a popular clinician across the country and can be found 
at www.naturaldressage.com, or Mark Russell Natural 
Dressage on Facebook.

THe HORSe’S BACk
continued from page 33 ACHIEVING SOFTNESS: 

Hand placement when beginning to ask for a jaw 
release: some horses may at first respond by lifting 
their heads up so I am careful to not stand in that 
zone. I help him until he understands what I am 
looking for.

This Paso Fino responds beautifully to trainer Polly 
Roberts’ request for relaxation of the jaw. He is 
chewing on the bit, softening his poll and he sinking 
downward on a slight arc.

Releasing while carrying a rider is more difficult 
for the horse so I begin at a standstill. This Rocky 
Mountain Horse is able to release just below wither 
height. Some horses are very tight and will need to 
sink further to find a back release. The horse will tell 
us what they need.
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Greetings and happy new year to all riders, drivers, friends 
and kindred spirits of the gaited horse, from the deep snow 
and cold of the great white north. It is a sincere honor to be 
included in the sound advocate and I will do my utmost to 
offer practical and meaningful insights on how to bring out 
the very best qualities in our relationships with our horses.
 The starting point for all information about horses begins 
with the oldest cliché of all. Whether up here where our 
ranch is located in alberta, northern canada, or anywhere i 
visit in my extensive travels for clinics around the world, it is 
true that a horse is a horse is a horse. And yes, when it comes 
to learning how to think like a horse to be able to work with 
horse psychology and body language communication skills, 
even the soft-gaited horses think, feel and speak in the one 
universal language of equus. 
 Whether we ride english or western, ride on the rail or 
trail, drive harness horses, whether we are veterinarians, 
farriers, chiropractors, massage therapists or equine assisted 
facilitators, we all are asking, to one degree or another, for 
the same thing from our horses. So, on that note, please 
take a moment and ask yourself this simple but profound 
question… what do we all ask of our horses?
 What was your first response? Respect? Trust? Control? 
Partnership? With a slight does of humor injected in here 
I’d have to say that not all, but most horses probably view 
themselves and other horses as passive-aggressive, attention-
deficit, hyper-disorder, paranoid victims waiting to happen. Horses 
probably see so many human beings as romantic control 
freaks in denial. I say this because the horses know this is 
definitely not about “partnership.”
 A partnership could be 2 parents raising their children. 
The parents are partners with each other but they are not 
partners with their children. And the same can be said about 
teachers to students and managers to employees. So, if not 
partnership, what is it that our horses know we are truly 
asking of them?
 We want our horses to embrace the unknown. We 
expect our horses to willingly accept their vulnerability and 
allow us to lead them. As just mentioned, horsemanship 
is not, as many have been mislead to believe, an exercise 
in partnership. Horsemanship is an exercise in leadership. 
And a leader is someone who first and foremost manages 
his or herself in order to better influence and be of service to 
others. As tom dorrance and ray hunt both said, “you’re not 
working on your horse, you’re working on yourself.”
 So true horsemanship does not begin with the mechanics 
of “how” to perform a specific exercise or maneuver with 
a horse. The essence of horsemanship begins with why we 
want what we want from our horses in the first place. Why?
 Our horses read our behavior like a book. And when 
we approach horses assuming that we are going to be a 
trainer who pretends to be a partner but in fact is clearly 
out to control, break, or school a horse into giving us what 
our ego’s want, then the horses are naturally obligated to 
resist us. Wouldn’t you if you were a horse and someone 

The Power of Why
By Chris Irwin

was trying to convince you that you should allow him or her 
control over your body, mind and spirit?
 On the other hand, if we approach our horses with an 
empathetic and ethical mandate to truly be of service to them 
by adapting our behavior and training methods in order to 
demonstrate that we are leaders they can rely on to receive 
what they “need” from us, then they can clearly perceive the 
difference in our behavior. 
 If we approach horses with illusions to take what we 
want from them then they usually give us the resistance we 
deserve. However, if we approach horses with authentic 
awareness to give them what they need, then more often 
then not they give themselves to us unconditionally with 
willing cooperation. 
 And what do horse need from us? They need from us what 
many of us would like to see and hear from ourselves, and 
each other. They need us to have a calm, focused assurance. 
They need us to be both strong and compassionate. Horses 
need us to be consistently consciously aware. In short, horses 
need us to be our best selves.
 I look forward to sharing in future issues of the Sound 
Advocate what I have learned over a lifetime to be the 
essential distinctions in training and schooling methods with 
horses. With a keen eye for quality we will look at the many 
differences between training concepts that are assertive as 
opposed to aggressive. We will look at the balance between 
respect and trust, decisiveness and receptivity, and the very 
fine line between empathy and enabling. We will look past 
illusions and marketing and look honestly at true leadership 
as seen and experienced in the mind of the horse.
 In the most practical terms possible, future articles will 
have an ethical mandate to clearly distinguish between 
asking not what your horse can do for you – but rather, 
what can you do 
for your horse 
to give it what it 
needs to calmly, 
confidently and 
willingly embrace 
the unknown with 
your leadership.
Until next time, 
all the best for 
healthy, happy and 
prosperous trails! 

Chris irwin is an internationally 
renowned horseman, best-selling 
author,  and a leading pioneer in the 
equine assisted movement.  It was 
discovering how to transform blm 
wild mustangs into 18 calm and 
collected u.S. National champions 
in english, western and driving 
competitions, that first showed chris 
his greatest insights into learning 
how to learn. To connect with chris 
irwin visit his website at www.Chrisirwin.Com 
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While there is nothing unusual or even unique about little 
girls who love horses, there is something extremely special 
about one particular little girl, named Alexandria DelGrosso, 
who LOVeS horses. From the time Alexandria was a year old, 
she was fascinated with everything about horses – stuffed 
toys, horse barn toys, statues, movies, pictures, stamps and of 
course the real ones. In looking back, when Alexandria was 1, 
we attended a child’s birthday party where they rented a pony 
for the kids to ride. Sadly, the birthday boy and the other kids 
didn’t want any of that –but on the other hand, Alexandria 
rode that pony for hours. This was the first clear indication 
that we had a cowgirl on our hands. The rural communities 
where we (Momma, Daddy, Brothers & Grandparents) live are 
blessed with pastures filled with horses and Alexandria makes 
a point to acknowledge each and every horse while driving or 
walking by them. She never asked “if” she could have a horse; 
she asked “when” she would get her very own horse.
 Alexandria was four years old when we found a responsible 
trainer who agreed to introduce her to riding. The very moment 
she sat upon Shotgun (an old Shetland Pony), her world lit 
up like the skies on the 4th of July. She was most certainly in 
HeR WORLD. She learned the basics of safety, grooming and 
the first fundamentals of riding. From Shotgun, she graduated 
to a Palomino, named Goldie. Because Goldie was so much 
bigger than Shotgun, everyone expected some hesitation 
on Alexandria’s part. NOPe – she sat there on top of that 
gigantic horse, leaned over to kiss Goldie’s neck and said “let’s 
ride”. Afterwards, she dis-mounted (with a little help) and 
proceeded to groom Goldie –on a ladder. A year passed with 
Alexandria loving her days at the stables. Then on a gloomy 

A Little Girl Who Lives For Horses
By Barbara DelGrosso (Loving Grandmother)PAYING IT FORWARD

day we will remember, 
the trainer informed us 
that she sold the stables 
and was moving away. It 
all happened so quickly 
that none of us really had 
time to make other plans 
for Alexandria’s continued 
riding education.
 Alexandria’s Dad 
called one of the helpers 
at this stable and asked 
if she could possibly 
continue Alexandria’s 
lessons. Because she was 
attending Oklahoma State 
University’s Veterinary 
School, she could only 
give lessons on the weekends she came back home to help 
on her family’s horse farm. A little was better than none, so 
we agreed. At this farm, Alexandria rode Cord, a beautiful, 
large Arabian. In Cord’s early life he was a Polish Police Horse 
and has since traveled the world in competitions. He was a 
beautiful, gentle giant of a horse and Alexandria quickly took 
to him. Her first conversation with him was, “You may be really 
big, but I’m in charge, ok? Ok!” She was 5 years old at this 
point and instantly had a connection with Cord. Alexandria 
continued to learn the fundamentals of riding. After about 6 
months, school work became more demanding on the trainer 
and she was unable to keep up the lessons. Back to the drawing 
board. 
 For almost a year, Alexandria went without riding lessons. 
This was not easy for us, as her family, but it was extremely 
uneasy for Alexandria. It is hard for a little one to understand 
that finding the “right” trainer is not an easy task. Trusting a 
person(s) and a horses(s) around a small child is something 
to take very seriously. Research, references and just the “right 
fit” is all necessary. But all Alexandria was worried about was 
when she would again be with horses.
 A phone call was made in mid-August of 2013 to Mrs. Sue 
Heimerman of the Fourwinds Stables in Oolagah, Oklahoma, to 
ask if she would consider taking Alexandria, now six years old, 
for riding lessons. I explained to “Miss Sue” that Alexandria 
had learned some basic riding fundamentals and had been 
riding since she was 4 years old. At the risk of sounding like 
a biased, over-indulgent Grandma, I told her that Alexandria 

Ali all duded up by CR 
Photography

Ali with Cord the Arabian
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possessed something special around horses; not that she had 
unique riding skills but that she and horses had some kind of 
unexplainable connection. Miss Sue kindly responded with the 
obligatory “I’m sure she does.” On August 31, 2013, we met 
Sue and Terry Heimerman at their Fourwinds Stables that are 
filled with beautiful, healthy, wonderful horses. Our research 
and references have given us, and Alexandria, the PeRFeCT fit 
for continued riding education. On this day, Alexandria met, 
scratched and talked to all the stabled horses and loved each 
one of them. I watched Miss Sue carefully observing Alexandria 
as she made herself completely comfortable around all the 
horses, big and small. Alexandria was again in HeR WORLD. 
We thought that this first meeting would be for introductions 
and to see the facility. We didn’t think that Alexandria would ride 
but she thought differently. Miss Sue picked out Bud, a large 
blue-eyed Paint World Champion for her first ride. Alexandria 
conversed with Bud for a few minutes then she was ready to 
groom him and ride. Once mounted, the spark glistened from 
her eyes and it was as if she had not missed a heartbeat of time 
riding. After her ride, she groomed Bud and picked his hooves 
(which by the way is her favorite thing to do). 

Children are our future. Please consider 
introducing a child to the world of 
HORSES

 Miss Sue took everyone out to the pasture to see a 
beautiful 4-month old foal nicknamed Dip’n Dot. Both Dip’n 
Dot and her Momma quickly came to the fence to visit with 
Alexandria. That little foal and Alexandria walked the entire 
fence line talking the whole way. As they both returned to 
where we were standing, Alexandria said that Dip’n Dot was 
the horse for her. Miss Sue had to break the news that Dip’n 
Dot had already been sold but that there would be another one 
in the future. It was obvious that Alexandria was disappointed 
but she said she understood. 
 It was not until the second riding lesson that Miss Sue 
told me that there is indeed something different and special 
about Alexandria’s connection with horses. Because Miss Sue 
has been around horses and riders for years, this biased and 
over-indulgent Grandma’s sense of objectivity was restored. 
Alexandria is improving her riding skills with every lesson 
and she just completed her first competition in Claremore, 
Oklahoma. Because Bud was not in the competition, Miss Sue 
told Alexandria that she would be riding Boris. Alexandria 
told all of us that Boris is a good horse and that they get 
along just fine. She and Boris took command of the arena and 
performed as if they had been life-long partners. When the 
judges asked her if she could ride Boris without a lead-line, 
she replied emphatically that she could. As her award, Miss 
Sue presented Alexandria with a bucket filled with goodies & 
her very own hoof pick. Alexandria was glowing. 
 Alexandria possesses a gift . . . a gift of deeply connecting 
with horses. She is a beautiful little girl inside and out and is 
loved beyond words. We are all blessed to be a part of her life 
and we look forward to watching her work her magic in HeR 
WORLD.

Alexandria with Shotgun--Shetland Pony

Ali on Boris & Miss Sue
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18-20 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS The Netherlands Tessa Roos +31 6 
10 92 33 19 goodluck@xsall.nl

21-23 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP 
CLINIC Wellborn, FL Contact Andrea (386) 623-2292 or 
andreainwellborn@yahoo.com.

28-02 CONSTRUCTIVE RIDING WORKSHOP WITH CAROL 
BRETT Ocala, FL www.balanceinternational.com

MARCH
01-02 ALABAMA HORSE FAIR WITH LARRY WHITESELL 

Montgomery, AL

04-06 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS (Feldenkrais and Mounted) 
Happily Ever After Farm, West Chester, PA Susan Neilson (610) 793-4098 
sneil54530@aol.com

07-09 ROCKY MOUNTAIN HORSE EXPO WITH LARRY 
WHITESELL Denver, CO

08 BACK TO BASICS EQUINE AWARENESS WITH DIANE 
SEPT EQUINE DISCUSSION GROUP Denver, PA. Contact Diane 
Sept dianesept@aol.com.

08 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Evergreen Farm, LLC, Berryville, VA 
Pam Dors (540) 955-0529 evergreendors@juno.com

09 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Toad Hollow Farm, Charlottesville, 
VA Renee Schifflett (434) 823-5558(B) 434 989 2491(C) Toadhollow01@
aol.com

10 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Blue Hollow Farm, Boyds, MD Susan 
Gustafson (540)837-2463 bluehollow@isuallink.com

11 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Good News Stables, Boyds, MD 
Karen Anderson (301) 949-1981equitator@gmail.com

12 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Homestead Ranch, Catlett, VA 
Barbara Zulick (703) 863-5864 jbzulick@cox.net

12 WENDY MURDOCH FREE LECTURE Tri-County Feeds, Marshall, 
VA 6:00pm - 7:30pm. Sarah Atkins (540) 364-2359 

13 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Carter Dressage, Marshall, VA 
Contact: Renee Carter (540) 229-2522 carterdressage@netzero.net

15-16 FOSH ANNUAL IJA JUDGES TRAINING SEMINAR Jillian 
Kreibring presents Equine Biomechanics (www.jkreinbring.com) Nashville, 
TN. Contact: Dianne Little at ddlittle@telus.net

15-16 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Grand Cypress Equestrian Center, 
Orlando, FL Donna Woelfel (407) 466-8548 donnadvm@hotmail.com

24-28 LARRY WHITESELL 5 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP 
CLINIC Cookeville, TN Contact Larry at (931)858-0658 or info@
whitesellgaitedhorsemanship.com 

28-29 FOSH SOUND HORSE CONFERENCE Brentwood, TN www.
SoundHorseConference.com 

Events of Interest
These Events of Interest are provided as a benefit to FOSH members and Sound Advocate readers and are linked to FOSH in some way. The clinicians listed are members of FOSH. The Expos listed will have 
FOSH supporters distributing sound horse literature and/or will have a FOSH member clinician participating. A FOSH Santioned Show is governed by the FOSH IJA Rulebook and will be designated A, AA, AA+, 
or AAA. All High Point Awards are only earned at FOSH Sanctioned shows. A FOSH Affiliated Show uses FOSH DQPs for inspection. Shows may be sanctioned and affiliated with FOSH. Please check with Show 
Management to determine the FOSH status of the Show. Send events to: KThorsemandship@yahoo.com

JANUARY
01 FOSH GAITED JOURNEY program launches!!! For the first time in 

the equine industry ~ this personal growth program recognizes Saddle 
Time AND Equine Education as hourly milestones are achieved. Visit 
http://www.foshgaitedjourney.com/ for more information. 

04 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Toad Hollow Farm, Charlottesville, 
VA Renee Schifflett (434) 823-5558(B) 434 989 2491(C) Toadhollow01@
aol.com

05 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Simple Changes Annex, Catlett, VA 
Jenny Spain baymoon85@hotmail.com

08 BACK TO BASICS EQUINE AWARENESS WITH DIANE 
SEPT EQUINE DISCUSSION GROUP Denver, PA Contact Diane 
Sept at dianesept@aol.com. 

11-12 WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC Grand Cypress Equestrian 
Center, Orlando, FL Donna Woelfel (407) 466-8548 donnadvm@hotmail.
com

16 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Carter Dressage, Marshall, VA 
Contact: Renee Carter (540) 229-2522 carterdressage@netzero.net

18-19 BACK TO BASICS EQUINE AWARENESS WITH DIANE 
SEPT LESSONS Southern New Jersey Contact Diane Sept at dianesept@
aol.com. 

18-20 WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC Portland, OR Anne Marie King 
503.998.5838 anne.marie.king@me.com

21 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Portland, OR Anne Marie King 
503.998.5838 anne.marie.king@me.com

22–26 WENDY MURDOCH United State Pony Club Annual Meeting – 
Speaker. Portland, OR (Check schedule for times) USPC website for more 
information on Annual Meeting.

25-26 BACK TO BASICS EQUINE AWARENESS WITH DIANE 
SEPT LESSONS Joe London Training Stables, Brandy Station, VA 
Contact Joe London j.london70@yahoo.com. 

30 –02 WENDY MURDOCH EQUINE ANATOMY Toad Hollow Farm, 
Charlottesville, VA Renee Schifflett (434) 823-5558(B) 434 989 2491(C) 
Toadhollow01@aol.com

FEBRUARY
05 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Evergreen Farm, LLC, Berryville, VA 

Pam Dors (540) 955-0529 evergreendors@juno.com

08 BACK TO BASICS EQUINE AWARENESS WITH DIANE 
SEPT EQUINE DISCUSSION GROUP Denver, PA Contact Diane 
Sept dianesept@aol.com.

14-16 WASHINGTON STATE HORSE EXPO WITH LARRY 
WHITESELL Ridgefield, WA
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FOSH Membership Application and Order Form
 (All annual memberships include an electronic bi-monthly issue of the Sound Advocate and an Educational Packet)

Type of Membership (check one)

Annual Single q $ 30 Annual Family	q $50 Annual Youth (<18)	q $20 lifetime q $600
Organization (For your Gaited Horse club or Association) q$50 6 issues of Sound Advocate mailed to your home (yr)	q $15

(Please Print Neatly)

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________ city:__________________State: _______Zip code: _____

Phone: ___________________________E-mail: _________________________ Breed(s) of Horse(s): _______________

Additional Donations: q $20 q $30 q $40 q $50 q Other $_____

Total Enclosed: $_________Payment by check or credit card (please make checks payable in uS funds)

 card #_________________________________________ _____ Expiration date________________________________

 credit card authorized signature _____________________________________________________________________

 Send your payment to: FOSH • 6614 Clayton Rd #105 • St. Louis, MO 63117

 **All Donations are tax deductible**

29-30 WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC Conn Equestrian Center, 
Coventry, CT Heidi Boggini (860) 614-5550 hboggini@comcast.net

APRIL
04-06 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP 

CLINIC Sacramento, CA Contact Jackie at (209)748-2402 or jlsbarton@
aol.com

10-13 EQUINE AFFAIRE WITH GARY LANE Columbus, OH www.
windsweptstables.net 

11-13 BACK TO BASICS EQUINE AWARENESS WITH DIANE 
SEPT LESSONS Williamsport/Montoursville, PA Contact Diane Sept 
dianesept@aol.com

11-13 LARRY WHITESELL 3 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP 
CLINIC Killington, CT Contact Vic at (860)301-6982 or marygonzales6@
me.com

12 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Carter Dressage, Marshall, VA 
Contact Renee Carter (540) 229-2522 carterdressage@netzero.net

13 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Toad Hollow Farm, Charlottesville, 
VA Renee Schifflett (434) 823-5558(B) 434 989 2491(C) Toadhollow01@
aol.com

16 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Evergreen Farm, LLC, Berryville, VA 
Pam Dors (540) 955-0529 evergreendors@juno.com

19 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS Good News Stables, Boyds, MD 
Karen Anderson (301) 949-1981equitator@gmail.com

22-26 LARRY WHITESELL 5 DAY GAITED HORSEMANSHIP 
CLINIC Pryor, OK Contact Larry Lees at (918) 633-9288 or l.lees@
sbcglobal.net

23-26 IMAGINE A HORSE TRICK HORSE TRAINING CAMP 
Dripping Springs, TX. Contact Sue De Laurentis (512) 736-3208 or sue@
imagineahorse.com. Details at www.imagineahorse.com/trickcamp/

25-27 CONNECTED RIDING OPEN CLINIC Hands On Harmony, DeWitt, 
MI Contact handsonharmonykg@yahoo.com.

26-27 SPRING TURNOUT SHOW & SALES Circle G Arena (www.
circlegarena.us) , North Dayton, OH All Gaited Breed Show. Classes for TWH, 
MFT, SSH< MH, PF, Icelandics. Open gaited breed classes. Judge Julie Moor 
(IJA, MFT) & Alexandra Pregitzer (Icelandic). Contact ohioicelandics1@
yahoo.com.

28 CONNECTED RIDING LESSONS Hands On Harmony, DeWitt, MI 
Contact handsonharmonykg@yahoo.com.

“Some trainers will stop 
at nothing in their attempts 
to justify their actions, 
“reinterpreting “ the results 
of scientific studies for their 
own advantage.”

— Ulrike Thiel 
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